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slEJ 2 Whereupon,

3 JAMES L. SEELINGER

O
4 was called as a witness and, having first been duly sworn, was

5 examined and testified as follows:

6 MR. FRAMPTON: Mr. Seelinger, this is a deposition

7 being taken by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Special

8 Inquiry Group, on Three Mile Island at the Three Mile Island

9 Nuclear Plant site on September 5, 1979.
,

10 We have shown you a one-page witness notification fora..

11 Have you had a chance to read that?'

12 MR. SEELINGER: Yes, I have.

() 13 MR. FRAMPTON: Do you understand that? Do you havei

14 any questions about it?

15 MR. SEELINGER: I understand it.

16 MR. FRAMPTON: Ron, would you swear in the witness?

XXX 17 DIRECT EXAMINATION

18 BY MR. FRAMPTON:
,

19 Q Mr. Seelinger, you have been the superintendent of
|

20 Unit 1 since December, 1978; is that right? |

21 A That is correct.

( 22 O Before that, from January of 1977, you were the

23 supervisor of the Technical Support for Unit 2.

[ ') 24 A The title was Unit 2 Superintendent, Technical
t AcehwJd Reporters. Inc.

; 25 Support.
I

I

-. - ,. _ - _ -._
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|

i Q You were first employed by Metropolitan Edison incle-2

2 1974, is that right?

3 A That is correct.

4 Q Between 1974 and the beginning of 1977, did you have

5 responsibilities in connection with training?

6 A Yes.

7 Q Also, the writing of procedures?

8 A In general, no, not the writing of procedures.

9 Q Did you participate in reviewing or developing i

l

10 procedures?

11 A In general, no.

12 O In 1974 and 1975, I think your position and title

() 13 was Engineer, Senior 1; is that correct?

14 A That is correct.

15 0 What, briefly, were your responsibilities during

16 that period of time in addition to training, if any?

17 A The time period again, please?

18 Q 1974 and 1975, 1976, let's take all three years.

19 A In 1974, it was solely training.

20 The first half of 1975 was solely training.

21 The second half of 1975 was both training and, also, I '

rh
(,j 22 reported to the Manager of Generation Operations, Nuclear.

!

23 Q Who was that? !

f] 24 A Jack Herbein, for engineering management projects. |
'Aw4 dral Reporters, Inc. !

25 And those projects involved such things as the management of ;
!

,

m

. _
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l
l

TMI-l's first year turbine generator r verhauland coordination isis-3 i l

() of the TMI-l nuclear plant management review and development of2

3 budgeting techniques for TMI-l's first year refueling outage,

4 and subsequently for TMI-l's operations and maintenance budget.

5 I might add that in some of these areas, I was involved in

6 the development procedures. However, I was not one of the

7 people who wrote the procedures for the normal operation of the

8 Plant.

9 Also, that covered 1974 and 1975. In 1976, and late in

10 1975, I had no further training responsibilities and continued

11 only in my position as an Engineer Senior 1 reporting to

12 Mr. Herbein.

() 13 During the latter half of 1976, I was in training for a

14 senior reactor operating licanse on TMI-1,

15 0 The latter part of 1976.

16 A Yes.

17 0 I will ask you about that in a second.

18 First, you mentioned some responsibilities for operations,

19 management review. Was that the phrase?

20 A Nuclear plant management review.

21 Q Could you describe what that is and what you did?

() 22 A I coordinated the input from the various groups, the ;
I

23 engineering groups, the administrative groups, I think the
!
'

(~} 24 QC group, health-physics group, for something that we called a
'

on w~)d Reporters, Inc.

25 nuclear plant management review. That was the first nuclear j 1

|
:
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5

plant management review that TMI-1 had it involved a one-daysis-4 i

() meeting at the site with the senior GPU officers to review the2

3 operation of the unit, significant problem areas that the unit

was experiencing, and to comment on those and provide an overall4

5 direction and philosophy as to how to resolve some of those

6 particular problems.

7 In general, the nuclear plant management reviews were set

up such that they were conducted once a year on each operating8

9 station. My job for that year was to coordinate the first

10 one, to get input in the same form from each individual to

11 review the input technically and administratively, to ensure

12 that it was in the format and contained the types of things

() 13 that we were trying to present to our management, and get it

14 collated into a presentable form for that management review.

15 Q The review, itself, was a one-day project?

16 A The review, itself, was a one-day conference, that's

17 correct.

18 Q How many people attended? |
|

19 A I don't know. !

20 0 Approximately?

21 A I don't remember.

() 22 Q If you recall.

23 A Approximate full-time attendees would have been in ;

!

24 the neighborhood of 20. Approximate part-time attendees would jf~}lace %.,2&t Reporters, Inc.

25 have perhaps been another 20 to 30. The review was conducted
i
l
I
,

,

k
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|
1

sin-5 such that each specific group of people would come in andj

2 present their area to the company management, present the

3 problem areas that they foresaw and were experiencing, and

O
4 allow management to review those problem areas and comment on

those areas and take direction from those comments.5

0 If you can recall, how long did it take you to6

organize and prepare for this one-day review conference?
7

A I was probably involved in the project from three8

9 weeks to five weeks, but it was a long time ago so that's only

10 a best recollection answer.

11 O Was this a presentation, when you say " management,"

12 what is meant by management? Was it really to the GPU engineering

13 people?

14 A It was to the GPU president or vice-presidents and

15 to the operating company presidents within the GPU structure,

16 if I remember correctly. In other words, the respective

17 Presidents of Pennsylvania Electric Company, Metropolitan

18 Edison, and Jersey Central Power & Light, as well as senior

19 GPU management at the same level.

20 Q But these were presentations that related to )

21 operations, history and problems at TMI-1.

O 22 ^ Thet's correce-

23 0 You say this was the first one for TMI-1.

O 24 A In 1975 was the -- I don't remember the date, if it
)Ace k d Reponm, fr.c.
{

25 was '75 or early '76, but I think that it was held late summer !

|
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sle-6 1 to early fall of 1975.

() 2 Q Has TMI Unit 1 had subsequent conferences like this?

3 A Yes.

O
(_/ 4 Q And was there ever any such conference for TMI-27

5 A There was not a conference for TMI-2 that went under l

6 the same name as that because of TMI-2's relative time of

7 commerciality.

8 0 Was there anything similar to TMI-2?

9 A There was a meeting called a Commercial Review

10 Board held on TMI-2 that had significant involvement of the

11 general public utilities management. Relative to TMI-2, for

12 its state in life, it covered the types of things that were

(d
-

13 and should have been in focus at that time, versus the types^%

14 of things that would normally be in focus a year into a unit's

15 operation.

i
16 Q Did the Commercial Review Board, itself, develop the '

17 set of criteria for going into commercial operation? That is,

18 the list of things that would have to be done or satisfied
;

i19 before commercial operation?
|
|

20 A I don't fully remember,

21 Q Did you participate in that board?

22 A I don't remember.[}
23 Q Do you recall when it first met?

f24 A No.
x,([No..,....... ;

25 Q Do you recall when a significant meeting or i

|
,

i
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cle-7 significant meetings of that board were held to review problems
3

O ecross the hoerd2
2

A There were a series of meetings held in the fall of
3

O at least three, which reviewed the turnover of variousU 1978,
4

items that had been administered by construction forces under
5

GPU auspices to operating forces under Met Ed auspices.
6

These meetings were held, at least two or three of them, in the
7

fall of 1978.
8

The Commercial Review Board was operated -- I don't
9

remember the sequence of the Commercial Review Board relative
10

11 to those meetings. I don't remember whether it happened in

the fall or whether it happened in the winter of 1978. My
12

inV Vement with Unit 2 St pped somewhat abruptly in earlyO 13

December of 1978, more so from the fact that I was in the
14

hospital and away from work for a period of about six or seven
15

16
weeks and then moving.up to Unit 1.

1

17 Q Was that in November-December of 1978?

A I was in the hospital -- off work almost all of
18

19 December and a good share of January, 1979, December, 1978.

20 Q That was with a back problem?

21 A Yes.

22 Q Did you attend any of these Commercial Review

23 Meetings in the fall of 1978 that you can recall? |
'

|

24 A The meetings -- I think you have used the wrcng |
Ace O Reponen, Inc. j j

25 title. I did attend the meetings that discussed the turnover |
|

|

|
i

._ -. __
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cis-8 of items between MET ED and GPU. To call those a Commercihlj
/~
k- 2 Review Board, I don't think that is perhaps the proper nomen-

3 clature we would have used here on the site. I did attend the
/~\k/

4 meetings in the fall of 1978, though.

5 MR. YUSPEH: Off the record.

6 (Off the record.)

7 MR. FRAMPTON: Back on the record.

8 BY MR. FRAMPTON:

9 Q Let me pursue this issue of commercial operations

10 review a little bit further. During the summer or fall of

11 1978, were you aware of any pressure from -- or desire on the

12 part of -- management to make sure that Unit 2 would go into

(^) 13 commercial operation before the end of calendar year 1978 as
v

14 opposed to say January or February of 1979?

'

15 A Desire, yes. I was scheduled towards trying to

16 take Unit 2 through its test program and become commercial in

17 calendar year 1978. They pointed that way from early on in
i

18 1978. Had we met some of our earlier schedules, we would have

19 been commercial relatively early in 1978. i.
.

|
20 In the spring of 1978, we encountered a significant problem |

.

I
21 The main steam relief valves on TMI-2. As a result of that j

() 22 problem, we went through an extensive testing program and

23 determined that we could not obtain repeatability in the blow

eeral Reporters, Inc.j own characteristics of the main steam relief valves and,24 d
Ac>

25 consequently, a decision was made by GPU management to take the

| k
'

i
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10

nic-9 time to replace the valves.j

() That particular evolution took the latter part of May,
2

3 June, July and August of 1978.

The test program resumed about mid-September of 1978. That%-
4

showed a very definite commitment to safety and a very definite5

commitment to make the unit right prior to forging ahead, and6

there were no skimping in the area where a nuclear safety was7

concerned.g

9 Consequently, if nuclear safety was an issue, I felt no

10 pressure whatsoever during the months of the fall of 1978 to

11 stop and resolve any concern that involved nuclear safety.

12 0 At the time a decision was made to go down for this

Period of time to replace the main steam safety' relief valves() 13

14 with new design valves, was there discussion or disagreement about

15 whether that would have to be done? Was there specifically

16 anyone who proposed or. argued that further testing might make it

17 possible to use the existing valves?

18 A We spent the month of May testing and hoping that we

19 could make the valves work correctly because it would be a

20 significant impact on the schedule should we have to change the

21 design.

() 22 A great deal of time and money would be involved in procuring

23 new valves, changing piping arrangements and making the
.

|
("} 24 installation. Once we determined that the repeatability was ,

pa+ to newnm. Inc. :

25 not there, the decision was made, and I know of no dissenting !
:
I

- _ __ __.
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sis-10 members thinking that we could forge ahead and operate with thej
/-

(
2 existing valves. The valves' performance was such that

- 3 eventual operation of the plant, from what we had seen to date,

(
4 would not be possible. |

5 Q Was there any discussion at that time of the

6 question of whether replacing the valves would still permit the

P ant to come into commercial service well before the end ofl7

8 the calendar year? Do you recall any such discussion?

9 A I was involved in no such discussion.

10 Q I think you said -- correct me if I am wrong --

11 that you were aware of a desire for the plant to go into

12 commercial operation before the end of the calendar year. Did

() 13 you ever know or hear what that desire was based on? Was it

14 your understanding there were any financial advantages to the

15 company of any kind in beating the end of the year deadline?

16 A I have heard there were financial advantages to

17 take the unit commercial prior to the end of 1978. I did not

18 know what those financial advantages were. I don't know where |
I
i

19 I heard that, whether I heard that through my management or |
!
!

'

20 GPU management or as a rumor that traveled through the rumor

21 mill out here on site. The specific financial advantages, I |
|

) 22 did not know. |
,

|

23 Q I understand that is not your area. What I am gettin,g

() 24 at is: To what extent it was communicated to you through your
Ace-Federci Reporters, Inc,

25 management or through people at GPU Service Corporation who

|
i

|

| 1

._ .
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clo-ll would, in a sense, be upper level management of the system

() mPany, that this was something that you were all shooting
2

f r, that it was important to try to get commercial by the
3

end of the year. What do you recall about the way that was
4

communicated to you?
5

A I don't recall that ever being officially communicated
6

to me through a management chain. I think it is important to
7

realiz that whenever one operates a nuclear plant in terms of
8

a refueling outage, in terms of a start-up, in terms of any
9

ther evolution, he lays out a schedule for himself and works
10

to that schedule. That's a milestone to gauge his progress
11

against so he has some quantitative way to say he is either
12

doing a job he thought he could do or he is not doing the job() 13

ja he thought he could do, and if he isn't doing the job he thought

15
he could do, to try to sit back and say why? Do I need more

16 manpower? Better material support? Where is this breaking

down?17

We operated the start-up with schedules.
18

and t-1 19

i

20 |

21 '

i |

() 1
22

23
i

\

| Ac34#.iJef Reporters, Inc.
i

| 25 | |
t ,

I

|
.-- - _ . - -,
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|
' LRW I de operate ref ueling outages on TMI-l with schedules. We

2 operate minor jobs with schedules. We try to meet those

3 schedules because it is a realistic way to manage.

O
4 When a situation overtakes one where we can't meet the

5 schedule, such as a situa tion with the saf ety valves, a

6 significant deviation f rom the schedule is in order. I saw

7 a commitment f rom the company to deviate significantly from

6 the schedule to solve a problem. That showed me a

9 commitment such that I was never in doubt that there was a

10 commi tmen t to nuclear saf ety f rom the management of the

il General Public u tilities Corporation and f rom the managemen t

12 of Met Ea.

13 0 I understand what you are saying about sc hedule s.

() 14 I unaerstano the example you have used. I am certainly not

15 implying that tnere snoula not be in the nature of any

lo construction and preoperational testing the goals of a

17 facility like t hi s , to try to get i t going as quickly as

16 po ssibl e . In tnat sense, I understand there is also a rush

IV to do t he job as quickly as feasible, and safe.

20 But wnat I am really f ocusing on is the extent to which

21 it was communicated to you that the end of the calencar year

22 deadline was a significant ceadline and that special efforts

23 ought to be made if the commercial operational time period

(]} 24 looked like i t was going to f all in Novemoer or december or

25 January, to make sure tha t it was in December because t ha t

(}

1

I
. . . _ _ , _ . _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ , - - --
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l would be in 1978 and not in the new calendar year of 1979.
{])LRW

2 To what extent can you recall that thought or direction or

f'N 3 desire being communica ted to you, and by whom?
%J

4 A That was not communicated to me directly. Thro ugh

5 my management.

0 0 What do you recall about it being communicated to

7 you indirectly in terms of what you heard or conversations

c with people?

9 A As I already sta ted, tnrougtout the circuit of the

10 rumor mill, there was a desire on the part of the company to

.11 have the unit commercial as soon as technically feasible.

12 To have it co mme rci a l . Through some communications, and I

13 can't say which because I don't remember, there were
~

(y\ 14 indications of a financial advantage f or that to ha ppen in

15 December of 1978, by January of 1979

10 In terms or schedules, I was not, in my position as

17 technical su pport su p,erintenden t f or Uni t 2, responsible for

16 the schedule of the startup period. That was administered

IV through the GPU Service Corporation startup unit. As suc h,

20 we aid what we could to mee t their schedule. I don't think

21 I can give you any more insight to your question than that.

22 O Did you ever hear any discussion that the

23 scheaules set during the 197d preo perational testing phase

C) 24 were too tight to guarantee eventual safe commercial
\_/

20 operation of the pl an t?

(~)
LJ
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T LRW l A No.

2 0 Did you ever see any other evidence that schedules

3 were set . tightly or that many things were attempted to be

4 -done in a short period of time in order to meet a year-end

5 deadline in a way that you felt might jeopardize the saf e

6 operation of the plant?

7 A No.

6 BY MR. HAYNES:

Y 0 Mr. Seelinger, ouring 1978, I believe most of the

10 time you were chairman of the plant operations review

.11 commi ttee f or Uni t 2.

12 A Yes.

13 0 And you were also acting unit superintendent for

() 14 T hr ee k.il e Island 2 during part of that time.

15 A No.

16 0 Okay. Maybe I dion't phrase that correctly.

17 In the organization of the facility, there is a unit

to superintendent and then there is a station superintendent,

19 is that correct?

20 A Yes.

21 0 Mr. Miller was station superintencent and also

22 unit superintencent of Unit 2 during part of that year 1978,

23 is tnat correct?

() 24 A Inat is correc t.

25 0 Did you act for Mr. Miller as the Unit 2

O

-. . .. - - --_ .
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I superintendent during part of that year 1978? Did you sign
) LRh'-

2 documents for him and so forth?

3 A I signed documents for him. However, I did not

4 act as the unit superintendent. He was the unit

5 superintendent. I f unc tionally performed some of the duties

6 that perhaps the unit superintendent would otherwise have

7 performed because of Mr. Miller's responsibilities as

e station superintendent. However, I did those under my

9 existing title as unit superintendent technical support, and

10 was not -- nor did I try to become -- recognized as the unit

11 superintendent.

12 0 As a part of the PORC f unction and so f orth, did

13 part of your considerations include the readiness of a plant

() 14 for licensing? Loading f uel, completion of construction.

15 A The PORC has a charter that, ir fulfilled in

lo a ccordance wi th the technical specifications -- I don't

17 remember those particylar i tems as f alling under that

to particular cnarter in tne technical specifications. The

lv test working group, which was what they called the TWG,

20 through its signof f of certain tests, would have the plant

21 at the poin t where it would be ready to load fuel.

22 Further, certain surveillances associatea witn the
|

23 technical specifications needed to be done in order to

(]) 24 sati sf y the surveillance requirements, Mode 6 requirements,
l

26 in order to load fuel. !
,

(1) ;

i
!
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- LRW I PORC was involved as representative to the TWG in signing

2 off the test documents. PORC would reveiw, and a member of

7- the PORC -- typically, myself or the vice chairman -- would3

(s
4 sign off the TWG document saying certain tests and

5 prerequisites had been completed.

6 Further, PORC was involved in approving the surveillance

7 procedures that would have to be accomplished prior to the

6 unit being ready to load fuel.

9 Tnere was no mee ting that I recall where PORC established

10 a separate set of criteria other than those in the technical

.11 specifications, which said, once we meet these, we will t hen

12 be reaoy to load fuel. We went with the criteria already

13 established by the technical specifications at the test

() 14 program, both of which we were involved in improving.

15 0 This TWG, who were members of the TWG group?

16 A The TWG members were a member f rom the operating

17 company, 6:e t Ed --

16 0 By name?

lv A By name, the three or four representatives,

20 Mr. Haynes. Myself, Gary Miller, John Hilbish, perha ps one

21 or two others that I don't recall.

22 0 You functioned as a part of the ThG.

23 A Ina t's correc t. The GPU startup group was

() 24 r e pre sen t ed . The member for the greatest share of the

25 startup, who is a gentleman by the name of Max Nelson, of

Onv

!

,
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LRW l Burns & Hoe, the architect engineer, was represented on the

2 test working group. A representative f rom Burns & Roe was

3 typically Rich Brownwell, and Babcock & Wilcox was

4 represented on the test working group. Their

5 representatived some of the time wa s Lee Rogers, and other

o times various representatives of the B&W contingent were on

7 site.

8 0 As a group, you reviewed the status of the test

9 and completion of the test.

10 A Tha t is correct.

.11 0 The f unction of the PORC is advisory, is that

12 correct, to the station superintendent? )
,

13 A Tne f unction is rather clearly spelled out in the |
|

() 14 technical specifications. Wi t hou t them in front of me, to

Ib read them, I don't know that I want to specifically want to

16 comment on your question. However, the PORC typically |

17 recomenos approval of the procedures and the unit

10 superintendent typically approves the procecure.

IV O In terms of procedures. There are other things --

20 A Yes, there are other things. Ty pi c a lly , the PORC

21 recommends and the unit superintencent approves or

22 disapproves.

23 0 The power test program was comple ted in dif f erent

({} 24 testing plateaus, was it not?

I25 A Tnat is correct.

O

|
|

. -- ,- _ -_ - -_ J
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LRW l 0 Did PORC recommend to the unit superintendent or

2 the station superintendent that a particular plateau has

3 been successf ully been completed now and we can go ahead and;

4 proceed to the next test pla teau?

5 A That was again done through the test working goup

6 documen ta tion . The PORC would review the requirements at a4

7 certain plateau. As I recall, it would go on from that

b pla teau . As I remember, I think that's how the program

Y worked at t ha t time.

10 0 PORC found it to be acceptable and recommended it

il go on to the next plateau.

12 A Tha t's correc t, but that would be done through the

! 13 next working group as opposed to through Met Ed's system.

O i4 The e0RC wes not the eody in itse1f thet wou1d meke thet

15 re co mmenda tion . That was a combined group of various groups

10 on site involved with the s ta r tup.

17 0 W ha t if the,PORC did not believe the plan t had

le been successf ully tested at a certain plateau?

19 A If the PORC disagreed with any of the test ;

20 resul ts tha t would have involved successf ul completion of a
,

21 particular test, tha t would have, say, then become a |

|
22 prerequisite for going on, and that would have to b.'

I

23 resolved because it couldn't foresee without TWG. In other j

O 24 words, the rao reaoired e ooemimoos ennrovei ev e11 members

25 to a pprove test results. It the PORC di sa pproved the test

:

O>

.
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) LRd ~
l result. -its member would then dissent f rom the TWG's

2 approval.
.

3 0 So, a member of PORC was always a member of the

4 ThG.

5 A Yes, that is correct.

o 0 Okay, fine.

7 In the GORB meeting, general office review board, which

8 is an off-site reveiw commi ttee for activities here at the

9 site, in their meeting No. 29, of February 22, 1978, they

10 have an item in there which talks about incomplete work

11 items. Specifically, the re were 1595 mechanical items and

12 1295 electrical items evidently as of February 22, 1978,

13 which were not complete.

() 14 MR. FRAMPf0N: The record should reflect that that

15 document has previously been identified as Exhibi t 2.
|

10 THE WITNESS: Yes.

17 BY MR. HAYNES:

lo O And in here it says that they should be completed

19 prior to going to Mode 1. These items.

20 A Yes.

21 0 Tha t's wha t it says.

22 Coula you charac terize wha t those 2800 types of items

23 are, in general? Incomplete items. Would they be

(]} 24 ma tin tena nce- ty pe items, mostly?
|
|25 A No, they would not be. For the most case, they -

|

-( )
,

; -

!
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LRW i were items that were on the QC pu'nch list when part of the

2 turnover of the system was accomplished and a greater share

3 of the mechanical items were arc strikes lef t over from the

O 4 welding.

S 0 One arc strike would represent one mechanical'

o i tem?
:!

7 A Yes.4

!

6 0 I see.

Y A This gives you an idea why there was such a large

10 number of these particular items.

.11 0 How about the electrical?

12 A The elec trical items, I don't know tha t I can

13 categorize generically as well. There are people on site

(]) 14 who were actively tracking these particular punch lists that

15 could zero in on the winter '78 time f rame and give you a

lo much better answer to tha t particular question.
,

i

! 17 I was not actively involved in reviewing this particular
,

lo punch list, so my answer woula not perhaps represen t a good;

l> generic answer to your question.

20 0 Do you know o f f hand when the plant was taken to

| 21 Mode I, plan t opera tion?

22 A B'n en ?

i
' 23 0 Yes.

| (} 24 A It would have ceen in the fall of --

25 0 Mode i being power opera tion.

;
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(~T LRW I A It would have been in the winter of 1978,
d

2 approximately sometime in March. Late March of early April

3 of 1976. So, perhaps that's early spring as opposed to latep
%J

4 winter.

5 0 Do you know if these items were completed before

o t he plan t was taken to Mode I?

7 A I do not know if they were completed. I suspect

6 they were not all completed. The list was under constant

9 review f rom our I&E inspectors of the NRC, and the list was

10 administered by the GPU startup group.

.li On almost -- I will re pnrase that -- on most visits of

12 t.he NRC , inspectors during the sta r tu p, the punch list of

13 open items was reviewed to review our progress on those

() 14 particular items. However, I doubt that all punch list

15 items were, in fact, completed prior to going into Mode 1.

lo 0 In the system that was in existence at that time,
,

i

17 how would such exceptions have been dispositioned? j

lo Some thing tha t's not complete, how would tha t be handled to

Iv make sure it is reviewed and is acceptable?

20 A The typical specifications require certain

21 surveillance items to be completed for systems to be

22 ceclarea operable. A system, by na ture, meeting those

23 requirements, meets the operability criteria of the

() 24 tec hnical specif ica tions.

25 If one meets that criteria for the various modes, for the

(

. . .
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LRW I technical specifications, he is allowed to advance into

2 those modes. If one of these punch list items kept a

3 particular system rrom meeting its.surve111ance

4 requirements, i t would have to be dispositioned in order to

I5 call that system operable.
1

6 Once we fell under the technical specifications in |
|

7 February of 1978, the operability criteria of the technical !

e specifications were a polied to the various systems prior to j

9 advancing the modes.

10

[ .11

12

13

O '4

15 !

lo

17

le

19

20

21
1

22

23

0 24

20,

i

O
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r" LRW l O What was your experienje early into the test
f

2 program after you had your license? Did you find the

3 systems were operable, or did you find systems you thought

O 4 were operable were not operable?

5 A I would say we found what we expected. The f,irst

6 time one tries to run a surveillance on a system, the

7 surveillance doesn't pa ss for one reason or another and

8 certain items need to go out and be corrected in order to

Y get the surveillance to pass for the first time.

10 Once the surveillance pa ssed the first time and the

.11 system is tuned, so to speak, to operate and meet the

12 specific criteria of the technical specifications, I would

13 not think that we had an abnormal amount of difficulty or

(]) 14 unexpected amount of difficulty in passing subsequent

15 surveillances.

16 0 In general, did you find the systems were operable

17 and tha t the problems were more of a procedure test problem

le than a hardware problem?

lv A I woulo say there was an application of a mixture

20 of both. When a complex system is built and then one goes

21 out and tries to opera te t ha t complex system, that involves

22 a great number of electrical connec tions and just any number

23 of -- I don't think he would expect to turn the switch and

24 necessarily have i t o pera te perf ec tly the f irst time out. I(}
25 would say that our experience was not unexpected in what we

O
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("S LRW I found.
U

2 0 You did do a series of tests, did you not, on

3 these systems prior to receiving the license, prior to

4 performance surveillanc e- ty pe tests, is that correct?

5 During the preoperational test program.

6 A There were functional tests done during the

7 startup program that were well documented on various

8 systems.

9 0 Wha t time period is this?

10 A During the f unc tional te sting.

11 0 Prior to issuance of a license?

12 A Yes. Also, during that time there were a ttempts

13 made to learn wha t surveillance was meaningf ul in order to

() 14 get our procedures into a shape where they would work when

15 we tried to run the surveillance. Certain items were not

16 meaningf ul until later on, until the remainder of the system

17 was, in fact, built.

Ib One could have three-quarters of a system built and be

lv missing a valve or a control device or a motor or something

20 else, just because that was the particular state of

21 construction, and the surveillance would not pass if that

22 component was needed in order to make the surveillance

23 pa ss . So, in some cases, early on testing of the system

(} 24 needed to wait f or construction to finish building the

25 system in order for the system to pass the surveillance.

, . . .
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- LRW I Now, prior to advancing in modes, when steel was loaded,

2 surveillance had passed.

3 0 So the plant systems were operated and you knew

4 they were operable prior to depending upon them for safety.

5 A Yes.

o O So really, what we are saying is the end of the

7 construction and debugging-type process was where you went

8 on in to operation.

9 A Tha t is correct.

10 0 So that when you were going into this debugging

.11 proc e ss , if items would show up to be a problem, they were

12 reviewed and correc ted, and bef ore approval was granted to

13 get the license and take the plant in to operation, is that

() 14 correct?

15 A Certainly bef ore taking the plant into operation.

16 Not all systems were needed in order to get a license. A

17 certain series of tests had to be perf ormed in order to be

lo ready to have the license in a certain state of

Iv construction, had to be achieved prior to being able to get

20 the license granted from the NRC. At the moment of license

21 being granted, the plant was not ready to proceed into Mode

22 1.

23 0 Was your license conditionec accordingly?

() 24 A Our license had various conditions in it that

25 required completion of certain items prior to advancing into

1

()
|

i

l

l
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'%LHW l certain modes and prior to advancing past certain dates.
(G

2 O At the time you got the license to go into r 'swer

3 operation -- I want to stick with power operation because it

4 is af ter the critical test -- had you finished your

5 debugging process with your systems and they were operable

o at that time?

7 A Prior to proceeding into any mode surveillance was

8 always met for going into tha t mode. Prior to proceeding to

9 any mode that was a license condition, the conditions or the

10 license were always met. The answer to your question is

11 "Yes."

12 O Tha t review was done by whom?

13 A Tha t review was done by our procedures. Our

() 14 proceoures have in them a c hec kli st that was called a

15 " mode-to-mode c he ckli st ," and each mode required the

lo satisf actory completion of certain surveillance procedures.

17 Surveillance procedures would be run against a particular

le system and the surveillance procedure had to pass in order

19 to be successf ully entered that that surveillance was

20 a cce ptable in the mooe-to-mode checklist.

21- The mode-to-mode cnecklist had to be completed in order

22 to aavance into the mode. If one reaches the whole point.

23 he has to resolve that problem with the particular system in j

(]) 24 order to get it to successf ully pass surveillance.'

25 0 So, tne problems have to be resolved before you

[)v

|
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LRW i continued on.
i

2 A Tha t's correct.

- 3 0 Exceptions were not granted.

4 A That's correct, no exceptions. If exceptions were

5 granted, they were granted through formal process with the

6 NRC to a technical specification revision.

7 0 That would have been reviewed by the PORC? 1

!

6 A Yes. |

V 0 Prior to ever being submi tted to the NRC?

10 A Yes.

11 0 W ha t is the function of the general review board?

12 A There is no requirement -- I will step back. The

13 general of fice review board is not par t of the technical

() 14 specifications in TMI-2.

15 0 Go ahead, con tinue ,

lo A The general office review board is not part of the

17 technical specif ica tions. We made great efforts in our

16 dealings with the NRC to try to incor porate the general

19 of fice review board in the technical specifications, and the

20 Nhc would not pu t the general office review board in the

21 technical-specifications.

22 Those nego tia tions were conducted out of our home of fice

23 in Reaaing. lie consequently ended up with only the

(} 24 generation review committee, GRC-2, as it was known, in the

23 technical spt :1f ica tions as an of f-site review con.mi ttee.

O

_. _ -- .
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l We , nonetheless, kept the board in ternally as a board
{)LRW

2 that would review TMI-2 even though it was not part of the t

3 technical specif ica tions. We felt that was a good mode of

4 operations for TMI-l, and we f elt that that off-site review

5 by a senior group was in the best interests of our unit and

o in the best interests of nuclear saf ety.

7 0 The 00RB does perform the review for Three Mile

o I sland 17

9 A The TMI-I has two of f-site committees.

10 0 TMI-l?

.11 A TMI-l has two of f-site committees. One is a

12 generation review commi ttee. This is similar to TMI-2's

13 generation review committee. The functions may be slightly

() 14 different. I we'!1d have to look in the technical
,

15 specifications to review the specific details.

lo The general office review board is also a pa r t o f TM I-l 's

17 technical spec.ifications and is a senior off-site group that

1 >i takes a broaa perspec tive look at operations end tries tc

19 a ssay those o 3erations in a broad overview-type sense.

20 TMI-2 had no of ficial commitment to have sucn a group

21 because of tre unwillingne ss of the NRC to incorporate that

22 group.

23 0 Wht were they unwilling?

() 24 A I fon't know.

23 0 How has that impactea on your operation?
|

O

,
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LRW l A It ha s no t, because we kept the board. |

2 0 Do you think it would have, had you not kept the

3 coard?
O 4 A I think tha t the functions of the general office

5 review board are important. I think they are important

o because individuals from the industry with a good deal of '

7 seniority and experience come in and look over our shoulders

e and ask very good questions and give us a perspective and

9 view poin t t ha t , being close to a situation and close to a

10 problem, we do no t have.

11 tihether or not eliminating them would make any diff erence

12 in a specific instance would be strictly conjecture.

13 0 Does this general office review board also have a

O '4 tvactioa et the ovster creek aucteer no er nieat2
IS A Yes.

10 0 Composed of the same members?

17 A I aon't know. Some I know are the same.

lo SY MR. FRAMrTON:

1Y Q How often does GORB meet?

20 A GodB is requirea by the Unit I technical

21 specifications to meet once every six months. It typically

22 meets about once every three months.

23 0 How about for Unit 2? About the same?

24 A In t he pa s t , prior to the -- I will start again.

25 r>rior to the a ccident, GORB's f requency for Unit 2 was

O
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(~')LHW I the same and the meetings were in conjunction with each
V

2 o t he r . In other words, half of the two-day se ssion or

3 day-and-a-half se ssion would be usually spent on Uni t 2 and
(v~}

4 the other half on Unit 1.

D 0 Did that group ask dif ficult questions of site

o management?

7 A Please phrase your question again.

6 0 Well, let me ask it this ways Did tha t group

V challenge si te managemenc to justify important

10 safety-related decisions and to identif y problems anc i ssues

11 it was havinj f or review?

12 tou said you thought tha t kind of review was usef ul and

13 important. I am trying to ge t at wha t tne board actually

14 did t ha t was usef ul and important.

IS A From time to time, the remarks anJ comments of the

lo GORd were very challenging. The GORB seniori ty is such that

17 wi tn any general conc,e pt, a person with 20 to 30 years'

lo experience in t he nuclear industry can ask enough

le ctallenging questions tnat there aren't good answers f or.

20 de felt tnat, one, i t was good to get asked tnose

21 questions anJ to try to respond to those questions to see

22 how our organization and operation measured up to tnose

23 qucstions and the answers to those questions.

( 24 dumter two, we felt tnac tne exposure or some of our more

29 junior peopl a to that senior-type group was a very good

p
\

.
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LRW I experience because the accountability that it offererd our

2 people -- an example would be that a young engineer might go

3 and present a particular problem to the GORB.-

4 An example would be the atypical weld wire material that
,

5 was used in certain reactor vessels and the effect of that

6 material on the continued operational curves of the reactor

7 vessel. The GORB member, with his seniority and experience,

8 could ask very penetrating questions and unle ss that

V engineer of maybe five to 10 years of experience did his

10 homework , he wouldn't have the answers.
!

.11 It is good to put our young engineer in the kind of

'

12 situation that forces him to do his homework to stand up

13 against that particular type of critique and line of

() 14 questioning. We found that experience f rom the GORB to be a

15 valuable experience in terms of exposure for our people in

16 ocdi tion to the overall nuclear saf ety concerns and

17 perspective that the GORS presented to us.

lo 0 How did issues or questions get to GORB in time

lv for them to make a review or decision or recommencation that

20 is ef f ective for operations purposes?

21 A GORB wa s an af ter-the-f act review group. GORB was

22 what I will call more chilosophical as a review group in

23 t ha t it is the third review group in a line of review

(]) 24 groups. PORC is the first line of def ense. The generation

25 review committee is the second line of defense, reviewing

O

_ - .
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I and looking over PORC's shoulder. The GORB looks over the
U"s LRW
r

2 shoulders of both to make sure that not necessarily that an

3 issue is handled in a given way, but rather that the

4 philosophy of operation and maintenance and general conduct

5 is proper.

o So, the GORB would look at issues that typically would

7 arise f rom such things as NRC inspection reports, event

6 reports, other issues that come into the focus in the

9 industry througn, say, NRC le tters or bulletins or circulars,

10 or incidents that would ha ppen at a particular power plant

il that may or may not necessarily be a reportable kind of

12 incident but perhaps is a significant type of incident tha t

13 merits the review of a senior group.

() 14 Then the GORB would try to put that in the perspec tive

15 of: You have had this one incident here, TMI, and you have

16 cone X to correct it. How about rela ted incidents? X,Y,

17 Z,A, E, and C? Are ,they, in f act, related, and have you

le coverec a broad enough spectrum in your approach to this

l 'y particular problem to avoid recurrence in other closely

20 related areas?

21 0 How about the GRC? How doe s that fit into this

22 nierarc hy ? Is the GRC also in large part an after-the-fact
n
C' 23 review?

[}
24

20
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h i A The GRC is typically an af ter-the-f act review, though

2 on certain items such as modifications made to safety-related ;

3 systems, there is a review made by members of the GRC, not

O
4 necessarily by a committee, but by the off-site corporate

5 technical support staff, and that is prior to making the

6 modification kind of review.

7 It is an off-site engineering review, if you will.

8 Typically, other items reviewed by the GRC are

9 after-the-fact reviews, but they are detailed reviews as

10 opposed to a more general and philosophical type review that

11 the GORV might take.

12 0 Do the tech specs require prior GRC review of,

13 for example, chances in design and safety systems, or changes

(]) 14 in technical specifications?

15 A I would have to look to see the specific

16 requirements. There are one or two items in which proposed

17 changes to either procedures or system design are required

18 prior to implementation.

19 In niost cases, it is not.

20 Now we must recognize in that I see that you have

21 broken out the Unit 2 technical specifications, that I have '

22 been addressing the generation review committee of TMI 1.

23 However, you will find that the generation :aview committee

(]) 24 for unit 2 in the technical specifications is such that there

25 are one or two items they must review prior to this

O

,

!
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gggn 1 implementation period.

2 I believe that you will find that changes which

(^ ) 3 involve a significant environmental impact, changes to
w ,!

4 procedures that involve significant environmental impact of

5 the work proposed, those changes are in the technical

6 specifications.

7 BY MR. HAYNES:

8 0 When it says " proposed," that means that it is

9 before the fact.

10 A That's correc t. However, we do take an example

11 here that says proposed changes to procedures, equipment, or

12 systems which involved an unreviewed safety question, as

13 defined in Section 50.59.
( ,

() 14 That d0esn't mean that all proposed procedure

15 changes would, therefore, get reviewed by GRC, but only those

16 that involve an unrelated safety question would have to be

17 reviewed prior to the, fact.

18 In most situations here, there is a qualifier that

19 means that these things do not get reviewed or need to be

20 reviewed prior to their initial implementation.

21 0 Unless they constitute a safety auestion or change

22 in the technical specification, or change in the license.

23 A That's correct.

() 24 0 The less important things do not need prior

25 approval, but the more important things require it.

Lj

|
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h | A That is correct.

2 .BY MR. FRAMPTON:

3 0 Going back to where we started here to our

O-
4 discussion of the nuclear plant management review, is that

5 a useful enterprise, in your view?

6 A Yes, it was useful.

7 0 Do any of the other groups or committees that we

8 have been discussing -- PORC, GRC, or GORV -- fulfill that

9 kind of function of assessing the operating experience in

10 the plant, the problems, the issues, and sharing that

11 information with upper management and engineering people and

12 getting f eedback on it?

13 A My answer will be a little subjec ti ve , but I

() 14 hope that it will put the question in perspective. There are

15 many committees investigating TMI 2, all of which cover some

16 of the same territory and some independent territory.

17 An example would be this deposition. The same
,

|

18 was true with the nuclear plant management review.

19 One of the items that it offered that some of the

20 other committees did not would be a change for plant people

21 to interf ace with the highest levels of management within

i ?? the company.

23 The exposure of the technical support superintendent

(]) 24 the PORC chairman, the lead engineer in a particluar
.

25 discipline, or the mechanical maintenance or electrical

()
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(]}) I maintenance supervisor, with the president of the company

2 to explain that he had a problem in maintaining certain

3 motors because of an error that was made in purchasing, say,{}
4 eight years ago -- my example is strictly hypothetical --

5 or a complaint or the ability to share with the company

I 6 president his frustration with, say, the union contract or

7 his frustration with, say, the numbers of people that he

8 has or that he doesn't have, shift maintenance or for the
,

9 engineer to share his problems with the company president

10 where he spends an excessive amount of time on the plant

11 operations and review committee, or that numerous other

12 facets of his particular job are not necessarily totally

13 appealing to him.

(~)
(,j 14 Something that the other committee doesn't offer

15 is offered here. It off ars a management look at some of the

16 details that the plant ' ople deal wi th on a day-to-day k ind

17 of basis and offers to the plant people the involvement of

18 management in those details, and consequently opens a line

19 of communication, be it only for one day.

20 When, on other days, it has to revert to a more

21 lengthy chain of command to get the same person --

22 0 What's what I was ge tting to.

23 A It still shows that concern first-hand to the

() 24 person in the field. That's a very important thing in the

25 management concept.

O
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'h I O Do you think that this kind of thing could be

2 usefully employed more than once a year in a plant in this

3 size? Would the usefulness be reduced quite a bit if you

4 did it every three months, for example?

5 A I think three months would perhaps have been too

6 frequent just because of the amount of time it took us to

7 prepare for such a thing.

8 When one prepares to pranent something to his

9 company president or to a corporate president, or vice

10 president, he does his homework and has all the facts he wants

11 to have together to present.

12 Putting that in the proper format and perspective

13 gives it the necessary on-site review so things that don't

( )) 14 come out that are total surprises to the staff.

15 The site management requires too much time for a

16 three-month frequency. I do have a f eeling that TMI 2,

17 had it stayed in an operational status, that we probably would

18 have ended up with two of these on-site per year at different

19 times.

20 I don't know that for a f act, but I feel we would

21 have had one for each year and one for Unit 2 each year.

22 It would have been in a different time period. Some of the

23 same faces would have been involved because of the

() 24 responsibilities associated with both units.

25 I think it would have been not too much exposure.

)

,

:

|
,
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{ }h
Any more frequent than six months would have been too1

2 frequent.

3 0 Let me ask you the same type of question about

4 what groups or structures exist to assess operating experience

5 in other plants, particularly other plants of the same

6 design that may be relevant to the operation of TMI I?

7 Prior to the accident, how did you, as the unit

8 superintendent of Unit I, get, in some.useful fashion, if you

9 did, and communicate to your immediate supervisor immediately

10 working for you information about things that had happened

11 or were happening at other B&W plants that might be

12 relevant to safety or operations at TMI I?

13 A I'm sure you have seen, through reading other

() 14 depositions, the existence of the B&W users group. That

15 group met, I believe, twice a year and we typically sent one

16 to two representatives to those meetings to attend or bring

17 back useful information and discuss problems that we had

18 had with the other superintendents at the other B&W units.

19 I attended one such meeting in October of 1978 in

20 New Orleans. I attended one other. meeting in early March of

21 1978 called AB&W Operating Plant 7R. It was held in Orlando,

22 Florida, in which not only B&W utilities attended, but there

23 were representatives there from utilities which did not

(]} 24 have B&W plants, either operating or under construc tion, or

25 necessarily even planned for construction.

O
\, )

|
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h 1 Various topics were discussed engineering topics,

2 innovations B&W came up withs performance of B&W equipments

3 performance of the various utilities on refueling outtages,

4 with B&W equipment and B&W reactors.

5 0 Let me stop you for a minute. My impression of the

6 material from those operating experience seminars is that

7 concrete safety and operating problems were addressed only

8 in the broadest ways and then, for the most part, only those

9 problems that relate to down time.

10 Is that a fair assessment of those meetings?

11 A I would say not. I would say that on any specific,

12 you might be able to make that statement, depending upon the

13 emphasis lending to the specific, by the particular individual

() 14 presenting the specific. But, however, if the particular

15 utility regarded the problem as a significant problem, it

16 would have been presented in that light.

17 In October of 1978, in New Orleans, I presented the

18 problem that TMI 2 had with its main steam safety valves.

19 In my presentation of our operating experience during the

20 start-up over the past 6 months, I tried to hit on any other

21 key problems we have had.

22 One other B&W utility had the safety valves and

23 not only did I mention that, but I talked to representatives

(]} 24 from that utility afterwards, discussing the problems we

25 had and the fact that we had to replace those valves.

O
V
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'h I That utility, I might add, ended up sequently

2 replacing their valves, as well.

3 0 Who was that?

4 A Arkansas Power and Light.

5 0 Were you aware at any time before the March 28,

6 197.9 accident of the transient at Davis-Besse in September

7 of 19777

8 A I was not.

9 0 Is the information about that transient the kind

10 of information that you think ought to .be made available to

11 people who have responsibility for operating similar plants

12 in a good system of distribution of such information?

13 A In retrospect, certainly. However, one can flood

() 14 circuits with so much information that the circuit is no

15 longer useful. One could take all he experiences of various

16 plants and that is even, in fact, done by certain groups,

17 and make documents so big that it is no longer useful because

18 no things are extracted.

19 In this case, it would have been an obvious boon

20 to have been familiar in detail with the Davis-Besse

21 transient. We were not. It would have been an obvious boon

22 for us to have seen some of the NRC correspondence I have

23 subsequently been made aware of af ter the accident that

(~}
24 existed and would have helped, would have been a very great

25 help to have seen some of the B&W internal correspondence,

O

.
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j-' h I but.we didn't see that, either.
U

2 If we had seen all the correspondence, it might not

3 have been as much help because we, again, may have missed

4 the significance of what we had seen because of it being

5 diluted.

6 So what we see has to be very carefully filtered

7 through a somewhat sophisticated system so that the right

8 pieces of information get to the people that need them.

9 0 How would you do that?

10 A We are currently se tting up a system to do that. I

11 am not involved with setting up that system. I don't want

12 to answer that question of f the top of my head because it

13 requires more thought than I have time to give it now.

() 14 0 Who is involved in setting that up?

15 A I think our licensing group is right now.

16 0 Who would be working on that, say, in the next

17 month?

18 A It would be under Jack Thorpe's guidance, I believe.

19 How far along it is I don't know at this time.

20 0 I don't want to press you for an opinion if you

21 don't want to volunteer one -- I think that's quite fair --

22 but, as a unit superintendent, can you offer any thoughts

23 about what is the best way in which you could receive this

({} 24 kind of information, whether it is from your own management

25 or from the flRC or from some industry group that would make it

.
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{}h possible for you and your senior staf f people to review someI

2 of it or have it brought to your attention by other people in

3 a timely fashion?

4 A My answer to this will sound a little bit like the

5 last answer. That is, the terrific deluge of paper that we
:

6 f aced dilutes each individual piece. Word-of-mou th

7 communication is sometimes the most e ffective to key a person

8 into a particular problem.

9 An example would be if I received a call from

10 another superintendent saying we had a significant problem

11 with our particular piece of equipment and we want to make

12 you aware of this so that you don't have the problem, or

13 can investigate it to make sure that you don't have the
s .

14 pro bl em.

15 That, in itself, might be the most effective way to

16 get the ball going with follow up kinds of correspondence.'

17 Another way,to do this would be, I think, what we

18 are trying to do, and that is setting up a committee or team

19 of people that reviews this kind of thing in an ongoing

20 fashion as almost a principal kind of function.

21 0 An operating experience committee, in effect?

22 A That's right. But because of the sheer volume,

23 it doesn't do too much else >ther than review this because

(]) 24 there is so much that to do too much else is very offficult.

25 Consequently, it is a significant problem that we

I

I
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h I are trying to come to grips with to determine how, in fact,

2 to best handle the problem.

3 0 To your understanding, were any persons charged with~

( )
'~' 4 the principal responsibility for doing that prior to the

5 accident?

6 Was there one place in Met Ed or GpU Service

7 Corporation where there was some responsibility for looking at

8 operating experience elsewhere and trying to pick out the

9 things that were important to you and getting them to you?

10 A We did that in various ways and with various

il people. I think everyone felt a responsibility to do that.

12 I think we are ingrained in operating on pieces of paper such

13 that if anything is written down, we tend to take action on

(~') 14 it.
<>

15 If you sent me a piece of paper to say I was all

16 fouled up or should look at X, Y, and Z, I would end up looking

17 at X, Y, and Z if you were the janitor or if you were the

18 president.

19 It would just tend to function in that sort of

20 fashion.

21 0 Let me interrupt you a minute. Is functioning in

22 that fashion largely a result of the NRC requirements? Is

23 that a function of government regulation? Or is it a function

24 of the industry as much as anything else?
'

25'

f^j.x(
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l A I think it is a f unc tion of the responsibility of
/)LHW

2 the people in the industry and their past training. They

3 are, in general, though this is a subjective comment,
)

4 responsible people and at f airly senior levels have been

5 taught t ha t they must respond to everything, and

6 consequently do and don't leave any stones unturned if the

7 stone is sitting there waiting to be turned over.

6 Le t me stop of f the record a second.

v (Discussion of f the record.)

10 THE WITNESS: To continue, other ways in which we

il tried to goc that inf ormation out is notes and minu tes tha t

12 were taken at meetings such as the B&W users group, which

13 were distributed to the people that needed to see t ho se

() 14 particular minutes. Ac tion that looked to be nece ssary was

15 typically assigned. Atomic Energy clearinghouse documents

to were typically assigned to particular people to read

17 portions of. Other d.ocuments received the same sort of

lu treatment and assignment. Tnings tha t came in typically got

lv looxed at f or a pplicabili ty to us and generic type

20 problems.

21 D r t..R . FRAMPTON:

22 0 So, your answer would be that it was im portan t on

23 an individual basis ra ther than an institution

() 24 acT.inistratively assigning a responsibility to one person or

2a group to do t ha t .

O

\
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I _A Tha t's correct. 7here were certain people within
.{)LRd

2 the organization Lnat, on typical documents, reviewed those

3 documents and made assignments for further review, for other

4 documents such as B&W user group minutes, B&W operating

S seminar minutes, inf ormal minutes in other meetings would be

6 distributed by the person who went to the mee ting, the

7 people who should see the particular minutes.

U 0 Do you know whe ther at any B&W users or owners

9 me9 tings anyone f rom Toledo Edison made a presentation on

10 the Davis-Be sse September 17, 1977 transient?

.l l A I know f rom our notes relative to one of the user

12 mee tings there is a one-line statement made that Da vi s-B e sse

13 had a problem with the electromatic relief valve.

() 14 0 Those are Gary Miller's?

In A No.

16 0 Did you a ttend that meeting?

17 A No.

16 0 Do you know whether anyone else a ttended tha t

lv meeting?

20 A Inose notes were Gary Miller's, bu t I believe that

21 particular section of the note was taken by Jim O'Hanlon, my

22 predecessor, in the Uni t I su perin tendent's job.

23 tour last question, again, plea se ?

() 24 0 I think you answered it. I think you-said in some

25 prior testimony that you occa sionally received and reviewed

O.

;

I
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} LRri
or occasionally looked at the NRC newsletter called " Currentl

2 Events Power Reac tors."

3 A That is correct.

4 0 And I take it you don't recall seeing the one for

S September and October of 1977 that described the Davis-Besse

6 incident that we were talking of.

7 A Tha t i s corre c t. We have, subsequent to the

8 a ccident, de termined tha t the power reactors events -- and

9 there is one other similar type complication to come out of

10 the NRC -- were received by the Unit I superintendent on

11 site, and, to the best of our knowledge, that was the only

12 place on site at which they were received.

13 0 Tha t i s Mr. O'Hanlon?

() 14 A That is correct.

IS Almost all tne other correspondence received on site was

16 receiveu by both unit su pe rin tend en ts . The power reactors

17 and similar type publications were through Mr. O'Hanlon's

lo a ssi stants signea out to various people for particular

19 sections to read, review, determine applicability, and so

20 fortn.

21 The uni t 2 personnel, f rom our determinations, were not

22 includeo in tnet distribution because it was assumed that

23 Uni t 2 received publication, as they did in many other

(}
24 publications. Puolica tions is the wrong worc. As they did

25 otner t.HC correspondence.

|

O
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LRN I An example would be an NRC bulletin circular or notice.

2 Those particular pieces of correspondence are sent to both

3 su pe rin tenden t s. We did not realize that our not seeing

4 those particular publications in Unit 2 was due to the f act

5 tha t we didn't receive them and that Unit 1, not realizing

c Unit 2 didn't receive them, only distributed them within

7 Unit 1.

6 0 You said you had made a determination of this

9 recently. Who looked into this? Do you know?

10 A I did.

|| 0 You dic.

12 A And my assistant did.

13 0 Who?

O i4 ^ aod Herein.

15 0 Did you find this particular newsletter did come

lo to Unit I?

17 A We dio not find, to the best of our knowledge,

le that particular newsle tter, so I cannot answer whether it

lv came to Uni t I or not. We found several others and they

20 were distributed only to Unit 1.

21 Tne Unit 2 people that would have been on the

22 distribution of similar publications, including myself when

23 I was in unit 2, never saw these particular types of !

|O 24 oue11ceti "s ta e 9eaeric sease-
25 1.ik. i J S r'EH : ofI the record.

0

1
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(V^) LHW
I (Discussion of f the record.)

2 MR. FRAMPTON: On the record.

^ 3 BY MR. FRAMPTON:r)V
4 0 Have you had a chance to read the account of the

5 Davis-Besse transient in this NRC publication in the last

o couple of mon ths?

7 A I have not.

u O When we take a break in a few minutes, I would

y like to ask you to look at thi s descri ption, whic h is about

10 a page and a half to two pages, and I would asK you a

il question or two about i t af terwards, af ter you have a chance

12 to l ook a t it.

13 Le t me change suojec ts f or a moment. Unit 2 had a

() 14 transient on March 29, 1978, which involved the PokV failing

to open or staying open through power f ailure, and I believe

10 that you have testified previously that you personally had

l ~/ no role in re sponse to that in terms of any changes that

le n ee ded to be maue, but that you were a member of PORC and

IV PORC reviewed the c hanges tha t were proposed for that. Is

2D t ha t a Iair summary?

21 A Inst, I would say, is a fair summary.

22 0 Lo you know who did make the decision to change

23 the operation or the valve so it would fail s hu t instead of

(') 24 rail open?
%

25 A 1 don't know wno made the decision. I was

D
O
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~ LHW I involvea in the suggestion of the decision and involved in

12 some of the discussions involving the desirability of the
1

3 valve to f ail shut as opposed to f ail open. I

( |
4 O Wha t do you recall about the substance of those |

5 discussions?

6 A One thing that I recall is that I wanted to make !

7 sure that when the change was made, the valve would f ail

6 shut only when it was operating at its high set point.

9 The valve has two set poin ts. One set poin t is a high
i

10 set point, nominally 2255 pounds. It opens and closes at i

11 2205 pounds. The low set point is nominally about 500 ;

12 pounds, and the low set point is af f ec ted by the temperature

13 in the reac tor coolan t system.

() 14 The purpose of the low set poin t is to provide startup

15 over pressure protection when the plant is at a low

lo tempera ture and one has to be concerned about bri ttle

17 f racture problems with the reactor ve ssel.

Io 0 Is the set point automatically changed again

19 aepending on temperature readout?

20 A Yes, it does.

21 0 It is hot-wirec?

22 A Tha t is correct. There is a logic circuit t ha t

23 makes the change, anu the re are swi tc hes that can vary the

(} 24 set po in t , as well.

25 I was involved in tne design change in terms of stressing

O
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I the desirability of having the valve f ail shut at i ts high
( } LRn

2 set point but trying to emphasize I didn't think it was

3 desirable to f all shut at the low set poi n t.(}
4 0 Was your suggestion adopted?

5 A I was told it was adopted in the design of the

o c hange . I don't know that I specifically reviewed the

7 prints in detail to determine that personally.

8 0 Do you recall why the decision was made to have an

V indication on the control room on a controller panel as to

10 the position of the valve or supposed position of the valve?

.11 Was that made as a result of the March 29 transient or the

12 April 23 tran sien t?

13 A I believe it was made as a result of the March 29

() 14 transient, and it was made because, when the

15 depresurrization occurred on Merch 29, we really didn't know

to why it occurred. In losing a vital bus, which was what we

17 lost on the 29th, we lost a good share of the

lo instrumentation in the control room so the shif t su pe rvi sor

ly who was aealing with that particular problem had nominally

20 half his instrumentation that he couldn't believe because it

21 lost power, and the other half of his instrumentation

22 looking considerably diff eren t than the half that lost

23 power and, at tne same time, was losing pre ssure in a rather

() 24 dramatic f ashion and rapialy, without any real indica tion of

25 why he was losing 're ssure.

O
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LRW I The transient ended when we regained power, but had we

i 2 no t regained power, I'm not sure it would have ended as

3 quickly and abruptly. It may have taken a considerably,

| 4 longer period of time for us to figure out what the cause of

5 the problem was.
!

o O Do you know whether the NRC or any NRC personnel'

'

7 played any role in the decisionmaking relating to those

8 c hanges , those two changes, the position indication light

9 and the f ailing closed instead of f ailing open?
:
' 10 A I do not know if they played any part in the

il changes we made or not.

12 0 Did you participate in or discuss the change that

13 involved putting the posi tion indication -- putting an

() 14 indicator light or indication in the control room?

15 A I am almost certain that we reviewed that

; lo particular change in the PORC. As such, if I had been in

17 the PORC a t that poin t in time, I would have played a role
,

16 in that particular review.
4

IV O Do you recall any discussion about whether the

| 20 indicator light should inoicate the state of the circuitry?
!

21 That is , the energiza tion selenoids -- or whether by

22 contrast it should give an affirmative position indication

23 either on the pilot or on the main valve stem?

24 A No, but I will add a subjective parenthetical(),

2b comment: On |/, arch ?9 1978, we had no indication to us at

|0
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l t ha t time that any indication was a step in the right

,

2 direction, so we were very ha ppy to get something as opposed

3 to having nothing.
[}

4 0 Do you recall any discussion or consideration of

5 what the something that you were going to get was going to

6 be, one type of indication as opposed to the other?

7 A I don't recall any indication relative to the fact

8 that it was going to be demand as opposed to actual valve

Y po si tion.

10 0 One more subject before we take a break. I think

11 you said before --

12 A Le t me back up.

13 0 Excuse me. I didn't want to interrupt.

() 14 A I stated I don't recall any discussion. I think

15 t ha t I could state that when we put the particular change in

lo to give us an indication of the demand to the valve, we

17 realized at the time .that wha t we were pu tting in was the

16 demand signal and was not a limit switch that was coming off

19 the valve. I t wa sn' t a s i f the change was put in with us

20 thinking that that was actual valve position.
1

21 I don't mean to try to dilute the thing by thinking, yes,

; 22 we have an indica tion of a valve. We have indications of
:

!23 the signal being sent to the valve.

({) 24 0 I t appears that that change was made during the

25 time that the plant was down on account of the steam relief

n
.

1
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{)LRW
I valves.

2 A I believe that is correct.

3 0 Would making the indication on the PORV being an
O- |

4 indication of the actual position of that valve have been

5 more complicated or more expensive to do than just putting

6 an indication on the selenoid?

7 A No question about the f act it is more complicated,
||

6 and I suspect it is also more expensive.

9 I might also add we are currently making a change in Unit

10 I to add actual position indication because Unit l's

11 position indication for the PORV is not actual position

12 indication, and it is receiving considerable engineering

13 attention, and it is not nece ssarily a straightforward kind

() 14 of indication.

esc- 's

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

(]) 24

25

O
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||ka 1 0 It may be difficult to do, in other words.

2 A That is correca.

() 3 0 I think you said that you obtained a sei _ or reactor

4 operator's license for Unit 1 in early 1977. January or

5 February, was it?

6 A I received the license in January of 1977.

7 0 And was that af ter tests given by the company,

8 by Met Ed? Did you take any tes's administered by NRC?

9 A Yes.

10 0 Did you take company tests first and then

11 NRC-administered tests?

12 A Yes.

13 0
.

And there were several phases to those tests,

'x> 14 several types of tests that you had to pass to get that

15 license.

16 A Yes.

17 0 Can you say just very briefly what they were?

18 A At various staces in the training program, there

19 were written and oral examinations. There was a final

20 written ex:.mination administered by the company. I believe

21 there was a final written or oral examination given by the

22 company. I don't remember the specific time, but I'm cuite

23 certain that there was.
,7,

(_) 24 Therm were two written full-day examinations given

25 by NRC and one half-day oral examination given by NRC.

,
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( )h I O Subsequently, you obtained a license for TMI 2.

2 Is that right?

() 3 A That is correct.

4 0 A cross license.

5 A That is correct.

6 O Having obtained the license for TMI Unit 1, what

7 additional tests did you have to take to get the cross-license

8 on Unit 27

9 A In the Unit 2 training program, I remember taking

10 some tests as part of the training program, and I took a

11 final written examination administered by the company, as

12 opposed to the NRC, that was the same scope as an NRC-type

13 examination.

('d
*

"h
14 That was written to stress the differences between

15 the two units.

16 Upon subsequently passing that examination, I

17 received an amended license from the NRC to operate as a senior

18 reactor operator at both TMI Units I and 2.

19 0 Would you say that the test which you received to

20 get your Unit 2 license or your course license was as

21 intensive on the particulars of Unit 2 as the sum total of

22 your tests on Unit I had been with respect to the particulars

23 of Unit 17

() 24 A Yes.

25 0 Af ter the process of getting your cross-license, your

17x
%.

|
|

|
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(])h' I second license, would you say that you were just as familiar

2 with the plant functions, tracing the equipment and so on on

() 3 Unit 2 as you were on Unit 17

4 A I would say that in certain areas, I was more

5 familiar.

6 0 With Unit 27

7 A With Unit 2 more than I was Unit 1.

8 0 Why was that?

9 A Because in certain areas I was able to get better

10 access on Unit 2 in my training than I was on Unit 1. In

11 other words, in accomplishing the training on Unit 2, we did

12 not yet have radioactive fluid in some of the systems in

13 Unit 2.

() 14 Many of the areas that are currently contaminated

15 areas in Unit 1 that would require special radiation work
,

'

16 permits to enter and a great deal of difficulty to enter, they

17 were able to be freely entered on Unit 2 during the

18 period of time I trained on Unit 2.

19 So with respect to some of the areas in the plant,

20 I would say I was more familiar with Unit 2 than I was with

21 Unit 1.

22 0 Setting aside whatever particular exoerience you

23 may have had with these two units as a result of working more

(O,,) 24 on one than the other, or wherever your jobs were in 1975,

25 ' 76, and '77, do you think that the cross-licensing

(~)t-
,

|

|
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O(_jh I requirements set up by the NRC are adequate to insure that

2 an operator who is licensed in the first unit becomes

() 3 thoroughly familiar with the second unit before he actually

4 gets his license for that second unit?

5 A I will answer the question by saying that I don't

6 think the NRC could have given me any more difficult test

7 than the company gave me, and .I think I would have passed

8 an NRC examination in the same f ashion that I passed the

9 company examination.

!O Had the NRC been giving the examination, I wouldn't

11 have studied any harder than I did for the company

12 examination. I physically couldn't have studied any harder

13 than I studied.

14 I removed myself from my normal job and went into

15 a full-time study program and studied as if the examination

16 were going to be administered exactly as it had been

17 administered for my first license examination.

IS O Wel, I am merely assuming that the company

19 examination is, to some extent.. reflective of what the NRC

20 requirements are.

21 And what I am asking is whether the test, whether

i 22 administered by the NRC or the company, do you think that the

23 requirements for such testing are adequate to insure that

O
\_/ 24 the operator in a cross-licensing situetion really does

25 become familiar with the second plant, or whether it is

b3>
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(]}h I borrowing a lot of his expertise from the first plant?

2 A Monday morning quarterbacking, I think that there

{} 3 is a certain amount of merit in an oral examination on the

4 second unit as opposed to only a written examination on the

5 second unit.

6 I think that the NRC's method of licensing

7 operators right now is so much up in the air and has such

8 a high degree of question that my answer would be a very

9 personal kind of answer and would be supposition on my part.

10 0 What do you mean by the NRC's method r;f licensing

11 being up in the air?

12 You mean as a result of this accident, determining

13 whetner there will be substantial changes made or not?

() 14 A That is correct.

15 0 Well, as a plant unit superintendent, do you think

16 that there ought to be very substantial changes made for

17 operator license requirements? I

18 A Yes.

19 0 In what areas?

20 A I think that the Navy hit on one key area in its

21 final oral examination in the Navy training program, and that

22 was that it gave its operators an oral board as opposed to

23 an oral examination for -- at least nominally four people

() 24 sat on one side of the table and the trainees who were the

25 prospective licensed:, sat on the other side of the table,

O

I
'
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( )h I and he faced questions from four people instead of one person.

2 He was under a great deal more pressure because of

() 3 the inquisition coming from different people, all with a

: 4 slightly different background of expertise. And consequently,

! 5 the situation simulated perhaps more of a high pressure

6 environment that he might subsequently face under stress

7 conditions.

8 I think that the current licensing practices of the

9 NRC do not reflect that same stress condition and I feel very

10 strongly it should be reflected because the subsequent

11 situation a person might find himself in in the control room

12 might involve a great deal of stress.

13 Whether that stress is co-relatable and whether

14 my analogy between the two situations would be valid before

15 a psychologist is highly questionable.

16 Nonetheless, I feel personally, when I went through

17 the Navy board, that I felt a great deal of stress and that

18 it helped me to cope with stress situations having that

19 in my background, knowing I went through something in which

20 I felt stress and made it through that.

21 0 You took an oral examination NRC administered, an

22 oral examination for your SRO license for Unit 1.

23 A That is correct.

() 24 0 How long did that last?

25 A It lasted about three to four hours.

O
,

,__
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(]]h I O Was that with one person?

2 A One examiner.

3 0 Was that oral portion of the .whole examination a{}
4 significant test, a material factor in your studying and

5 so forth over and above all the written portions?

6 A In my studying, yes. I prepared well for the

7 oral examination.

8 0 Did you have to do a lot of things for the oral

9 examination in the way of preparation you might not have had

10 to have done if that examination had not been given, if it

11 had just been the written portion?

12 A I felt I had to f eel comfortable in taking the

13 oral examination. I felt that I had to absolutely be tota lly

() 14 comfortable with the control room.

15 By that, I mean that, althouah I was an off-shift

16 person and probably would not ever be the person to go up

17 and turn or manipulate a particular control, because of the

18 requirements of the license and because of taking the

19 examination in the control room, that I had ought to make

20 sure that absolutely know every single location of every

21 single control in the control room, and that every control

1
22 the examiner would want to point to, he could say, what is '

1

23 this, and I could explain what it was and what it did and |

() 24 what ef fect it had on other systems.

25 I felt, unless I knew that, I wouldn't be |

O
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(])h I comfortable in taking the examination.

2 So I subsequently went and learned that and that

3 took a great deal of time to learn. And it took a great deal(}
4 of time to map that in my mind so that I could walk through

5 it.

6 It wasn't something that I dealt with in an

7 everyday situation. It was memorization exercises for a

8 person who didn't operate those particular controls every day.

9 0 Did the oral examination actually test that?
:

10 A A portion of it was called upon in the oral

11 examination, and I f elt very much more comfortable taking

12 the oral examination because of it.

13 I consequently feel more comfortable in the control

() 14 room as a result of it.

15 0 Are there other areas where you think NRC operator

16 licensing ought to be substantially changes or upgraded?

17 A Yes. The use of the simulator is the closest that

18 tha utility industry comes to actually experiencing a

19 caoualty on the plant in a training scenario.

20 The NRC does not use any simulator facilities in

21 its testing and I feel that this particular area could be

22 developed and used.

23 0 You have testified previously in a deposition about

() 24 a number of aspects of simulator training work that you!

25 participated in implementing before some recent training in

i (
:
|

|
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( ),h I July. ,It was the double fault kind of thing, taking an

2 accident through to the end, training a shift together and

(]) 3 f acing them with those kinds of problems and a couple of

4 other things that you talked about.

5 Do you think the.NRC could usefully require that

6 type of simulator training as a condition to giving an RO

7 license, could require an individual go through that kind of

8 simulator test?

9 A No, I don't think it could. I don't think that the

10 NRC could because what we did on the simulator in July of

11 1979 was team train and team performance as opposed to

12 individual training and individual performance.

13 0 People were scored, however,

o)(_ 14 A Teams were scored. Individuals were not scored.

15 It is the team that will save the planti not necessarily

16 the individual that will save the plant.

1

17 The Navy, in its training program and in its ;

1

18 continued examination program, would examine crews aboard '

1

19 submarines in a crew concept type of fashion in addition to

20 oral and individual written examinations.

21 That was a portion of the crew's continued ability

22 to operate the reactor plant. I think that a similar type

23 of examination could be given by the NRC under a somewhat

() 24 controlled set of conditions for operating chifts of nuclear

25 power plants.

O
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(])h I O At least for requalification.

2 A In a requalification type fashion. But the training

(]) 3 would have to be rated, I feel, on a shift concept as opposed

4 to an' individual concept. Just as it was during the Navy.

5 One-could character.ize, judge, quantify the

6 leadership capabilities of the shift supervisor, the technical

7 knowledge capability of the contro1 room operator. But it

8 is the shift that either saves or loses the plant.

9 The shift team works in such a fashion as opposed to

10 an individual ability.

11 0 Do you have a system here of changing people

12 between and among shifts?

13 A On occasion, that happens, yes.

() 14 0 And you do rotate shifts so that one group of

15 individuals doesn't always have a night shift, a back shift,

16 or whatever.

17 A That is correct.

18 0 But less often, is it that you change the make-up
,

19 of shifts? Is there some intent to try to keep an individual

20 shift together if it is working well together?

21 A Yes, there is an intent to try to do that. The

22 personalities on the shift are hopefully blended together in

23 the best possible fashion.

() 24 The leadership capabilities and technical

25 capabilities of respected individuals on the shifts are matched

O
V
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/~'h I insofar um our ability to judge those.
U

2 The shif ts are typically changed through promotion,

{} through resignation, through sickness, those types of factors3

4 which tend to get people off their shift and onto another

5 shif t, or bounce the leadership of the various shif ts around.

6 Other situations that could change that would be a

7 situation where the shifts would rotate on a 5-section basis

8 and the shift supervisors or foremen might rotate on a

9 6-shift basis, or vice versa.

10 That type of situation could also vary the shift.

11 BY MR. HAYNES:

12 0 Mr. Seelinger, with respect to this naval board for

13 the oral examination of operators, why do you think that would

() 14 be a better indication of a person s ability to operate the

15 plant?

16 Is that because a f ellow has to have a higher

17 level of knowledge to. pass that board? Or why?

18 A I would say that when one is subjected to the talents

19 and questions of four individuals, as opposed to the talents
i

20 and questions of one individual, he has to perform to a !

21 higher level to look as good in front of all four.

22 Further, I think that the range and breadth of the

23 questions that he would get from four individuals would be

(') 24 different than what he would get from one individual.

25 Further, while one individual questioner is asking

1

u)
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()h ! questions, three other questioners can be thinking of questions

2 they want to ask, or thinking of line_s of questioning they

(]) 3 want to pursue.

4 I consequently feel that the examination would be

5 a further in-depth exemination in that it would definitely

6 put more pressure on the licensee or prospective licensee

7 facing that type of situation.

8 Q As I understand it, then, the f ellow who

9 successfully passes the four-member board examination would

10 have to have a higher level of knowledge to successfully

11 pass that board than he would an NRC oral examination.
!

12 A He potentially would have to have a higher level of

13 knowledge. I think that the board would test his composure

( 14 perhaps more than one examiner would test his composure.

15 I think, again, to go back to the fact that a

16 psychologist may tell me I'm all wet, I don't really -- let

17 me rephrase that.

g7 [ 18

19

I20 |

i

21 |
l

22

23

() 24

25

O
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- LRd i I think an individual's composure under a stre ss-type

2 situation is important. I think we showed that during the

3 TMI-2 accident.3
4 0 All of these fellows had successfully passed a

5 naval board examination, had they not?

6 A All our operators were not navy operators here at

7 TMI.

6 0 The ones that were involved in the accident t ha t

v night.

10 A I don't know. I don't know if all the people that

.11 were involved tha t particular night were navy operators.

12 0 Navy-trained operators.

13 A Perhaps the control room operators and shif t

() 14 supervisor and foreman were navy-trained. There were

15 certainly indiviauals involved at various stages of the

lo a ccident that were not all navy-trained or had not all been

17 tnrough an oral board-type situation in the navy at various

>c phases in the accident.

IV Not that that is any key whatsoever, but to set the

20 record straight, I am looking very seriously at implementing

21 oral board-type criteria within our own in-house training

22 progran here at TMI .

23 MR. FRAMProd Le t's take about a 10-minute

{ 24 break.

25 (Brief rece ss. )

:
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I MR. FRAMPTON: Back on the record.

2 BY MR. FRAMPTON:

3 0 I asked you to read a portion cf what I will have
{}

4 marked as Exhibit 5.

5 (Seelinger-5 identified.)

o BY MR. FRAMPTON:

7 0 This is an NRC memorandum relating to the

e distribution of operating experience documents to Met Ed.

9 The portion tha t I asked you to read was a aescription of

10 the Davis-Besse transient tha t occurred in September 1977,

.I l contained in an NRC newsletter called " Current Events Power

12 Reac tors," that was publi shed in December of 1977. The

13 description is under a category called " valve malf unctions"

() 14 on pages 2, 3, and 4 of that newsletter.

15 14y question is: If you had received that and reviewed it

lo before the acciuent nere and had it pointed out to you that

17 this was of some i n te.r e s t , is it possible for you to go back

lo and put yourself in that time f rame at this moment and give

lv us some indication of whether you think that would have been

20 adequate to alert you to any changes or notifications tha t

21 might have been a ppropria te in TMI-I and -27

22 A Well, it is very alfficult to take yourself

23 backwards in time and put yourself in the f ramework in your

(]) 24 mind in the pre-a ccident framework and then talk objectively

25 acout what you now see.

.
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)LRW
I O I unJerstand that. I am certainly not asking you

2 this question to pin you down. I am really asking the

3 question to try to get some. sense of whether you think that-

4 this sort of description is useful information to someone.

5 A The description is useful, but it is not

6 sufficient in itself to understand exactly what happened.

7 In ge tting this, I think one of the things we would have

8 done would have been to insu19d that our documentation of

Y checks that had been performes on the electromatic relief

10 would have been sufficient to show it opened and rese t

il properly and at the pro per se t poin ts . That's a fairly

12 obvious kind of thing. It doesn't get into the downstresa

13 events that ha ppened at Davis-Besse.

() 14 There are a couple of interesting statements in it

15 rela tive to the downstream events that showed pre ssurizer

16 level increasing while pre ssure was dropping. Certainly, in

17 the post-1MI-2 scenario , that is somewhat enlightening. I

le tend to like to believe that they also would have been

lY enlightening enough prior to that time to have us probe

20 further. Without a strip chart or without more of an

21 analysis of the tran si en t , it would have been difficult to

22 have this writeup ano .e sented to operators in a training

23 scenario and said watch out f or this kind of thing because

() 24 i t could ha ppen a t TMI-2 or TMI-1. There just isn' t qui te

25 enough there.

A
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LRW 1- T here is an interesting statement about the pressurizer

2 level starting to increase af ter saturation conditions are

3 reached because of the steam in-surge. Excuse me, the

4 f orma tion of steam in the RCS caused an in-surge of water

5 into the pressurizer. That perhaps is a concept we have

o never talked to pre-TMI-2 to our operators about. We might

7 have been able to get erough f rom this to ask enough

8 questions to teach that concept properly.

9 T hi s , in i tself , I don't think would have been

10 sufficient, but it could well have been sufficient for us to

.l i have asked enough questions that we could have been smarter

12 prior to TMI-2.

13 0 For example, asking for the LER, itself, or other

Q docu entation?l4 m

15 A Yes, or going back to B&W or Davis-Besse and

lo seeing if they had anything relative to the transient that

i7 could have f urther explained it. With today's line of

to t hinking , I am sure we would do that. I am inclined to

19 think tnat we prooably would have done it beforehand, but I

20 can't say that with a huncred percent certainty.

21 0 tiow I would like to turn to March 28, 1979. I

22 believe you testified before in some detail about the events

23 of that day, your participation. I don't want to go over

- 24 all of the cetails there. I believe that you arrived in the

25 Unit I control room a little bit before 7:00 o' clock in the

O
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r LRW I morning, is that right?
i - (

%
; 2 A- That's correc t.

3 0 You went there because you knew that there was a

4 site emergency and because your emergency station as the

5 alternate superintendent was to go to your unit and make

6 sure it was doing what wa s nece ssary to support the unit

7 having problems.
'

*

,

6 A Tha t's correc t.

V 0 Did you know, when you arrived in the Unit i

.

control room or shortly thereaf ter, that an emergenc';10
1

.11 control station had been set up or was about to be set up?

12 What did you know about the location of the ECCS at that

13 time?

()'

14 A Frankly, I don't remember. I don't remember if,

15 at that time, the ECCS hac shif ted to the Unit I control

10 room or if the ECCS was still at the health physics control

17 point in Unit I, whe re the normal emergency control station
,

le is f or both units.

19 0 I t would a ppear that the ECCS was about to be se t

20 up at tne health pnysics acce ss control.

21 A From the announcement on the page, my a ssumption

22 was at the time that tha t's where the ECCS would be set up.
1

23 0 Did you know, as a result of drills, that that's

[]} 24 where it ordinarily woula be set up?

| 25 A Tnat's ordinarily where it is, yes.

t^)'

\.

I
i
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l 0 Did you have any rentact with the ECCS when you
{)LRW

2 went over to the Unit 2 control room about 8:00 in the

3 morning?
[}

4 A I don't remember.

5 0 I think you said when you went over to the Unit 2

o control room, you found some 20 to 30 people in the control

7 room. Is that a f air sta tement?

6 A That's a f air statement. I t was probably more

9 like 20 than 30.

10 0 Did you have some conversation there with

11 Mr. Miller concerning the status of the plant?

12 A Yes.

13 0 How about Mr. Ro ss? Did he participate in that

O(_j 14 conversation?

15 A Yes. We had se veral conversations regarding plant

16 status.

17 0 hhat do you, recall learning about the plan t s ta tu s

lo in the eight to nine e.m. time frame?

IV A Viell, at that time we knew tha t we had a full

20 pre ssuri z er . Situations changed during the day, so I could

21 have my times screwed up. I think pressure was still

22 reasonably low that point in time, although i t cycled-

23 between low and quite high during the period of time I was

(]) 24 in tne Unit 2 control room. It seems to me it was shortly

25 after 6:00 o' clock in the morning -- no, forget that. I

O
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. ' LRN I don't think we had any of the reac tor coolan t pumps

2 operating at that time.

3 The hot leg temperature was off-scale high. Cold leg

O
4 temperature, I don't remebber the values of i t, but I'm sure

5 they are well documented.

6 One of the early conversations was, in realizing that

7 w ha t flow we had through the core, it was extremely

o limited. The sensors that we had in terms of hot and cold

V leg ten.perature were not nece ssarily representative of the

10 conditions we had. One of the early conversations was to

11 try to get a readout f rom the in-core thermocouples to

12 determine the temperature conditions inside the core.

13 Another thing early on that one of those conversations

(]) 14 discu ssed wa s high-pre ssure injection and what we should do

15 about it or whether we should leave i t on or throttle it or

lo exac tly how we should hanule that situation.

17 Offhand, those are the only two specific conversations

16 that I remember regarding the pl an t , although I at sure 1

19 was probably involved- in two or tr'ree more discu ssions that

20 morning.

21 0 With respect to t hro ttling the high-pre ssure

22 injection, a decision was made -- I think you have testified

23 ' to that -- and ra ther quickly changed.

24 A Tha t i s. correct . de realized, to add a note of(}
|25 ex pl ana tion , shortly af ter our decision, within a minut? or

'

| ([1
!
L
t
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LRW I two minutes, that we didn't understand our situation at t he

2 time, cidn't know what conditions we had, and that the

3 high-pressure injection system was designed for an accidentfsO
4 scenario, and although the pressurizer was full, until we

5 better understood our situation, we reversed our decision

6 and decided to leave high-pressure injection on.

7 High-pre ssure in jec tion , as a result of that decision, was

6 not taken off.

9 0 Was there any discussion at that time about

10 wnether the core was really covered, or was there any

.11 concern about that?

12 A I just don't remember.

13 0 But you were aware there was some significant

(]) 14 problem about reduced flow through the core, or thought

16 there might be.

Io A Well, we didn't have any flow with the reactor

17 coolant pumps. Natural circulation, because of the hot leg

to tempera ture being o f f-scale , was highly questionable. It

19 was pretty obvious we didn't have any flow to speak of.

20 In terms 01 coverage of the core, we obviously had some

21 very significan; raciation problems. Those radiation

22 problen.s come f rom some thing like uncovery of the cor, so
;

23 whether it was still uncovered or whether it had ever become

24 partially uncovered, I tnink it was probably in our minds{)
25 that at one time it at least suffereo some amount of

O'

.
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LRW I uncovery. The exact status of it at that time we were

2 fighting to de termine.

3 0 Do you recall knowing at that point that the PORV

4 had been open or probably open for over two hours?

5 A I don't recall at that time.

6 0 Do you have any recollection or do you know

7 whe ther that information was later communicated to

O Mr. Miller?

9 A I don't know.

10 0 Do you remember when you first learned that the

11 PORV had prooably been opened for almost 2-1/2 hours?

12 A I don't recall when I first learned that. I first

13 got a pre tty f air inkling of what had led up to the events

() 14 that led to our situation, a t about V: 00 o' clock in the

15 morning the following morning, from one of the people in the

lo Service Corporation in GPU.

17 Prior to that time, during the day, what had nappened

16 during the hours between 4: 00 in the morning and 9:00 in the

lv morning in terms of pu tting an entire picture together, I

20 wasn't privileged to si t aown and talk about that because we

21 didn' t have time to talk about that witn the si tuation at

22 hand.

23 0 I understand tha t I may be asking the wrong

(]) 24 question to you in terms of what your responsibilitics were

20 there that morning, bu t wha t I am getting at is the c uestioni

O
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LRW I of whether, if that kind of information had been known, was

2 indeed known to people who didn't know it, whether they

3 might 1. ave had a better appreciation of what the plan t

4 status was.

5 In other words, do you know when Mr. Miller, f or example,

o learned tha t the PORV had been opened for nearly 2-1/2

7 hours? Did he learn that immediately upon coming on site?

8 A I don't know. I think you are asking the question

9 of the wrong person.

10 0 Did it come as a surprise to yoy, or did it change

.11 your assessment of the situation when you learned that valve

12 had been open for a long time?

13 A I don't think it d. astically changed my assessment

() 14 of the situation or came as a total shock. Obviously,

15 some thing had ha ppened that had gotten us into where we

16 were, and I well could have learned about it that day .

17 My answer, talking, about the next day, was one that put

lo at least a very preliminary sequence of events toge ther tha t

19 showed the first two or three hours in relation to each
!

20 other with respect to all the parameters and some of the key

21 things that had ha ppened to cause us to be where we were.

22 0 When you came in about 8:00 o' clock, were you

23 aware that the high-pressure injection nad been t hro t tled

(} 24 substantaally or turned off during some large portion of the

25 preceding four hours? Is t ha t some thing that was discussed

1
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LRri i or that you became aware of ?

2 A I was not aware of i t, no.

3 0 Do you know whether others were aware of it as
(,~,I
' - 4 part of discu ssing wha t the proper strategy was now?

5 A I don't know if others were aware of that or not.

o 0 You mentioned trying to find out information from

7 the core thermocouple s. I think you have testified before

6 that the printout had que stion marks f or a lot of the core

V t he rmoc ou ple s.

10 A Tha t's correc t, in-core thermocouples.

II O flot the ex-core.

12 A The re are no -- in-cc re thermocouples is what we

13 are talking abrut. Yes, that's what I testified before.

(~~') 14 0 Did you know what that mean t?
v

Ib A !!o .

Io 0 Is the computer system at TMI-l not of a similar

17 ty pe prin to u t ?

Ic A It has a similar type printout.

iv 0 Did you later learn t ha t that meant either that

40 the reaaings were off-scale f or the computer or they were

21 .:.alf unc tionin g?

22 ^ ':o .

23 0 r* hat ala you later learn?

24 3 !'o tning concerning that.~'

25 2 You don't know to thi s day wha t happened?

/
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LRrl i A I don't know what the question marks meant si tting

2 here right now. I could make a supposition as to wha t they

3 mean, but I don't know.

4 0 I think you mentioned that in some prior testimony

5 you and Mr. Dubiel made a conscious decision during that

6 8:00 to 10:00 a.m. time period not to evacua te the site.

7 A T ha t is correct.

6 0 What wa s tha t ba sed on?

9

g// 10

11

12

13

() 14
.

'

lb

10

'

17

ic

19

20

21

| 22

23

()
as

O
|

|

!
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I A. That was based on the readings that we were seeing

O
2 from our on-site monitoring team and in the areas where our

3 people were mustered on site.OO 4 Readings were low from the on-site monitoring team, and

5 at that point we had not reached any of the criteria -- I will

6 retract that -- I don't remember whether we had reached any

7 of the criteria in the emergency plan for site evacuation.

8 However, it was our judgment that with the low readings that

9 we had on site, there was no need for the site evacuation at

10 that point in time and the people might be available, still

' being on site, to help us with whatever we needed them for on

12 site as we were able to get better control of what we had. ;

13 Further, I think we felt a hazard in a sending of them
e

l# off site, and it could possibly lend to confusion in terms of

15 traffic, in terms of people going to the observation center

16 with respect to the amount of people that were already at the
i

I7 observation center, and our initial feeling was that there

IO was no technical requirement at that point in time to evacaate j
i

the on-site people. (
l

0 Let me go back to the thermocouple readings. The |20

21 - n-core thermocouples. Do you recall any discussion by other

22 people about what these question marks meant or what signi-

23 ficance it had that you were not able to get good readings

th out of this? f24
Ace % erst Reporters, Inc.

25
A. I think we asked one of our instrument control

|. I
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1 engineers what the question marks meant, and he didn't know

A)(_ 2 what they meant at that particular time.

3 G Was that Mr. Porter?
O
O 4 A. Yes.

5 O Do you recall during this time period also being

6 requested to try to get readings with a millivolt meter or

7 some other instrument?

8 A Yes, I recall him being asked to get readings.

9 O Do you recall being there when he or anyone else

10 came back with any readings?

11 A I don't remember if I was there when he obtained
i

12 readings, nor do I remember in what time frame readings were

(]) 13 obtained.j

14 I do remember that later on, late in the first day or the

15 second day -- I am inclined to think it was the second day --

16 we had some readings that were higher than other readings, f
i

17 and at that time there was a perception on the part of B&W !
!

18 that those readings were not good readings. In other words, |
t

19 the numbers that we were seeing -- I don't remember their I
'

i

20 relative magnitude -- were misleading. I don't remember the !

I
t

21 technical reason for that. i

(]) 22 I * Sink, subsequent to that time, we decided that perhaps

23 geometry changes or, for other reasons, those readings might

24 be reliable after all.
, (-) t

: Aas At Reporters, Inc.

| 25 G When you say "B&W," do you mean Lee Rogers?
t

:

I

i.
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1 A No, I don't. I mean conversations with Lynchburg,

( 2 yes.

3 0 That would have been af ter the telephone line was j

4 established between --

5 A I don't know the time frame.

6 4 Do you recall whether at any time before these

7 conversations with B&W, that readings were obtained as a

8 result of Mr. Porter's effort that were not given credence

9 by Met Ed people in the control room? |

10 A I don't know.

11 G Do you recall when the first time was that you heard

12 he had come back with some very high readings from some of

() 13 the thermocouples?

14 A I don't recall the timing, no.
i

15 g Do you recall whether, during this 8:00 a.m. to

16 10:00 a.m. time period, the people who had been manning the

17 ECS turned up in the Unit 2 control room?

18 A Yes. The people who had been manning the ECS did

I9 turn up in the Unit 2 control room, or at least portions turned
|

20 up in the Unit 2 control room. The emergency repair party |i

21 did turn up in the Unit 2 control room. Nominally, that

'

(} 22 was somewhere between 9:00 and 9:30 in the morning. They

23 turned up in the Unit 2 control room because of the radiation

- 24
Ao(s-}ed Reporters,1N.

levels at the health physics control point in Unit 1. I
.

i25 don't remember the sequence, but eventually the ECS function

I

, - , - -, - , , . - , , - - - .
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I got transferred to the Unit 1 control room and I thought that

2 that was somewhere between about 8:00 and 9:00 in the morning.

3 I could be mistaken. It could have been later than that in

O 4 the morning.

5 G During the period of time in the morning when you

6 were in the Unit 2 control room, you have said in prior testi-

7 mony that you were spending some of the time, in effect,
;

8 reviewing the procedures, checking to see whether various

9 procedures were being followed and notifications being made;

10 is that correct?

II A That is correct.

12 G What other tasks besides reviewing procedures on the

() 13 one hand and occasionally caucusina with Mr. Miller and others

14 were you involved in during this time period?

15 A I was involved to a certain extent in the accounta-

16 bility of people on site.

17 G Collecting dosimeters?>

18 A Well, I wasn't personally doing that, but I was

19 ensuring that the badges such as this had been collected, so

20 that our security people could determine who was on site and

21 who was not on site.

() 22 One of my other functions in the emergency preparedness
'

23 and planning hadabeen to kind of be a backup for Gary Miller,
|

(') 24 to just ensure that various things were Innning as we had ),
Au-k,;rc4 Reprters, Inc.

,

25 practiced them. I guess you could say I was a fill-in. I !
'

| |
|

|
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1 filled h wherever there was a weakness at that particular

n/x- 2 type of area.

3 I tried to get the st7tus boards going. I was involved to

k'O'
_'

4 a certain extent with the communications to try to make sure

5 that in-house our communications were proper. I tried to

6 set up to assure that our practice lines of communications,

7 such that Miller only would talk to only certain people and

8 certain people would t alk to him, that they remained in

9 effect.

10 I worked with Dick Dubiel in terms of the radiation plume
,

11 and whether or not we would evacuate the people on site.

12 Those were the areas I was chiefly involved with.'

() 13 G What was Mr. Logan doing during this time, if you

14 recall?
i

15 A He was involved more with the control of the plant,

16 itself. He was more involved in the plant status than any

17 other function during that period of time.

|
'

18 There was a period of time also where he was involved, I

19 think, with reviewing the procedures to ensure we were follow- |
! 1

20 ing the emergency plan procedures.

'
21 O What was the strategy that was being acted upon

() 22 during this time period to try to cool down the plant? Or
|

23 did it changei
,

{~} 24 A Well, it changed, but I don't remember if it wan .

. Am bferst Reimrters, inc.
j

25 when.I was there. :
I

|
:
'
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1 We obviously wanted to try to get some flow and some

3(V 2 cooling into the core, because we just didn't know how much

3 we had and our hot leg tempoeratures were off scale. Somewhere
bv 4 along the line, there was a decision made -- and I don't know

5 that I was still in the Unit 2 control room at that time --

6 to depressurize, to try to get the core flood tanks to actually

7 go in over the core. That was done.

8 G But that may have been initiated after you left?

9 A. Yes. I don't remember the timing on that. I would

10 say that happened somewhere between 10:00 in the morning and

11 2:00 in the afternoon. Coincident with and following the

12 core flood tank situation, if I remember correctly, we got

13 the A hot leg to read back on scale. The B leg remained off

14 scale.

15 Our next tack, really, for pretty much the remainder af the

16 day centered around ti,ying to get a reactor coolant pump

17 running and operating. Once we managed to get the reactor

18 coolant pump running and operating, which was in the evening --

19 7:30-8:00 o' clock at night -- we were able to get the other

20 hot leg back on scale.

21 Our initial thinking was to depressurize, to go on decay

O 22 he t -- the eecer ae t rem ve1 r te - raet termea oet = t

23 to be the tack we followed and represented some of the change

24p in strategy we had throughout the day.
Ace-uts Reporters, Inc.

,

25 '
G Let me go back to the 8:00 to 10:00 time period.

;

| ,
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1 You said at some time after that there was a decision mrMe to

(Os 2 try to blow all the way down to go on decay heat removal, but

3 at the time when you were in the Unit 2 control room -- 8:00

0 4 to 9:00 o' clock in the morning -- what was the strategy, if

5 any, that was being followed then? You said you huddled

6 together with Miller and the other people and were talking

7 on a couple of occasions to say: All right, where are we?

8 What do we do?

9 Was there a strategy developed during that time? Here is

10 what we will do, we will try to do that, or this.

II A The strategy -- I just don't remember at this point--
'

12 it was so long ago, the strategy was to try to pick out the

() 13 individual strategies at various sessions. I frankly don't

i

14 remember. I think between about 8:00 and 9:00 in the morning,

15 after one of our early caucuses, we realized we were going

16 to have to keep our high-pressure injection on, and we dis-

17 cussed that here earlier in this deposition. That was one of

18 our early strategies, to keep high-pressure injection on and

I9 figure what we had and try to figure a way out of what we

20 had.

21 One of the follow-on strategies -- there may have been

() 22 some in between that I don't remember -- was not to go on

23 decay heat, as you mentioned in this particular question, but

24f~) rather to depressurize to the point of having the core flood
: Ace ?.ad Reponen, Inc.

25 tank go in over the core, and that was subsequently done.

|

1

1
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1 Again, I don't remember the time frame, but it is well

-

2 documented in other testimony and well documented in records
3 of the plant in terms of the time that actually happened.

|
4 Later in the day, the strategy became to try to get one

I
i

5 of the reactor coolant pumps on line and to try to get rid
6

of the bubble in the respective loops.

7
One of the ideas was to get flow through the core and to

8 get the loops bcck full again with fluid as opposed to having
9 a steam bubblo in'the respective loops.

4 Did the strategy to repressurize and try to get a
|

11
reactor coolant pump going become the strategy in the af ternoor.

prior to the. time Mr. Miller came back from the Lieutenant

(, 3
Governor's office?

#
A I don't remember.

15 g The purpose of depressurizing enough to get the
16

core flood tanks to get some water into the core, was that

I7 a different distinct goal from the goal of trying to get the
18 pressure down low enough to get residual heat removal system
19 I

in operation? What was the purpose of trying to get the core | {
!

20
flood tanks to go --

21 A- We didn't know if the core was covered, or at least

) felt that by putting the core flood tanks in we could assure

23
we were putting water in to cover the core if the core were

Sce,f not covered.at Reporters, Inc.

25
The core flood tanks also go in prior to getting the I

,

!
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1 pressure down to a point where the decay heat removal systt ,

O 2 will take again. The core flood tanks go in at 600 pounds.

3 You have to go down to approximately 200 pounds to have the

O
4 low-pressure injection system working or the neighborhood

5 of 350 pounds or so to be on the decay heat removal system.

6 g If the purpose of going down low enough to get

7 the core flood tanks to put some more water in the core was

8 simply to get that additional inventory, why wouldn't precisely

9 the same goal have been accomplished by increasing high-

10 pressure injection flow? Or was that already at maximum?

II A I just don't remember. I don't know that I was

12 involved in the discussions at the point when we put the core
Irm

(_) 13 flood tank in and I don't know whether it was discussed at

14 that point.

15 G Do you recall whether there was any concern that

16 these two methods would not produce the same result because,

17 for some reason, high-pressure injection flow might not get
|

18 into the core and cause any kind of flow there, whereas at |

19 least if the core flood tanks opened up, you would be lumping
|

20 cold water right into the core?

i 21 A I don't know if I was involved in discussions where

() 22 that was discussed or not. I think it is very important to
,

1

23 know that the situation at that particular point in time,
!

| (} 24 -while calm because we were in pretty good shape in the area
Ac-k Md Rummrs, Inc. !

I! 25 of handling the emergency off-site and had completed all the

.- _.
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I actions of our plan, but had not yet had to contend with the
~

:

\ 2 press and other outside agencies such as the political arms

3 of the state and agencies such as that, with that in hand,

4 we were still operating under an extreme amount of duress.

5 Things were not sitting in the boardroom and being discussed

6 as to how we will proceed. Things were tight. We kept some

7 basic objectives in front of us. Cooling the core, minimizing

8 release to the public. We tried to continue to uphold

9 throughout the day. The situation wasn't easy and straight-

10 forward. We were dealing in a realm where we had never dealt

II in before, nor had we ever practiced this in the plant, nor

12 had this been analyzed before. It was a different type

() 13 situation for us.

Id O I think you had mentioned in some prior testimony

15 that Mr. Miller had the forethought to get a state police

16 helicopter to go across the river and do monitoring.

17 A That's correct.

18 0 I believe that helicopter did, in fact, arrive very

I9 quickly and was out there in Goldsboro shortly after 8:00 a.m.;

20 is that correct?
|

21 A I don't know the timing, but it was early on after

(s 22Q the request.

23 0 Do you recall when they were calling in on the
,

i

|') 24
Ace (%#J Reporters, Inc.radio directly- to the control room?

25 A. I don't know how they got back to us. I remember

!
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I hearing a reading back from the helicopter while I was still

2 in the Unit 1 control room. It was a next to nothing kind

3 of reading in Goldsboro. This is that the helicopter had

h$ 4 beat the plume to Goldsboro.

5 g Do you know whether the helicopter picked up some- '

6 body from the Island to actually perform the monitoring?

7 A. I think that was accomplished, but I don't know.

8 G Now when you returned to the Unit 1 control room

9 aro9nd 10:00 o' clock in the morning on the 28th, I take it

10 that, in effect, the ECS was established or was going to be

II established in the Unit 1 control room at that point, is that

12 correct?
d

13 A. That's correct.(

Id G And prior to that, when you first came on the site,
l

15 you took some actions which you thought to be necessary to |
|

16 get things organized that are really ECS functions, such as

getting the gates closed and getting somebody to set up to |
17

18 answer telephones and so on. Is that a fair characterization

19- of some of the actions that you took?

20 A. That's a characterization of some of the actions I

21 took. Whether it is a fair characterization or whether or

not ener ere tcs fu=ceioma, ao='t x= - recoe=1 zed the 1O 22

23 need to man the switchboard and to immediately close the

24p gate, and took steps to do both. [
AceGAA Reporters, Inc. | |

| 25
'

g After you returned to the Unit 1 control room, I

i
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I think that you have testified in the past that you regarded
G
V 2 yourself as being de facto at least in charge of the ECS |

3 functions, is that correct?

4 A That's correct.

'
5 0 Was that because you were the senior management

6 person there at the ECS of the people who were doing those

7 kind of jobs that were there, too?

8 A That's correct.

9 0 You weren't necessarily designated by the emergency

10 plan as the person to coordinate all those activities.

II A The formal station for the ECS is not in the Unit 1
,

12 control room. I was the senior man where the ECS ended up.

O '3 therefore vue mvse1f in cheree of the ECS.
Id

G Were you or people under you, then, primarily in

15 charge of doing monitoring of off-site releases?

I0 A That is correct.

17 0 Who was actually running that, coordinating that

18 at Met Ed?

I9 A Tom Mulleavy did most of that coordination for me.

20
% He was receiving the information, or people working i

2I for him were receiving the information back from Met Ed teams? ;

G 22V A That is correct. -

|

0 I think it was about this time that the first team !23

#f; Ace-,.a) d Reponen, Inc.
of NRC people from Region I turned up at the site, is that ;

r

|25 right? 10:00 or 10:30 in the morning? |
>

|

|
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1 A That is correct.

O)(_ 2 G Did'you take charge of instructing where those

3
_

people should go or could go?

'' 4 A Yes.

5 G And I think that you testified that you permitted

6 two of them to go over to the Unit 2 control room.

7 A That is correct.

8 G The others who were going to stay there could stay

9 in Unit 1.

10 A That is correct.

II G Did they have teams monitoring or a team out monitor-

12 ing, too?

(} 13 A Not at that time.

14 G They did not.

15 Do you remember when the first NRC monitoring started?

16 As best you can recall. I am talking about of f-site releases

17 now.

18 A Some time during the afternoon or -- early or late

19 afternoon, I believe there was a flight by the ERDA plane

20 that had monitoring capability, which, as far as I know, was

21 the first governmental type monitoring from a federal agency.

(} 22 As far as the NRC setting up any off-site teams or bringing

23 us any off-site readings, that could have happened in the

24 afternoon. I don't know that it did. I do know that I got ./~Y
! Aus Ad Reporters, Inc. {

readings from an NRC. inspector who came into the Unit 1 control'25

!

-
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1 room approximately 8:00 in the evening, Carl Plumlee, who

() 2 had been on Pennsylvania 230 in the area of the Harrisburg
!

3 International Airport and had readings from his own personal

-

4 monitoring equipment.

5 G Were you keepingfon top of more or less what the

6 results were from the off-site monitoring teams during the
!

7 day?

8 A Yes.

9 G So you were relying principally on your own teams

10 and on the ERDA/ DOE airplane -- helicopter?

'

11 A Yes. '

i

12 G You had an open line to the Bv.bYiau of Radiological

13 Health in Harrisburg, b(}
14 A That is correct, yes.

15 G From the Unit 1 control room.

16 A That is correct.

17 G You were passing information on off-site readings

18 to them.

19 A Yes. We passed some information on off-site readings

20 and some information in terms of plant conditions from Unit 2

21 that we received from the Unit 2 control room.

(} 22 O At least on the first day, as far as you are
,

23 concerned, there was no input from NRC monitoring tearas in

24 cars or vans or whatever.
| Amw{~_At Rmorters,1%}

25 A I don't remember any coming into our communications

!
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1 network. There well could have been, but I don't know of any.
, - ~

\/ 2 g How did you perceive the role of the NRC people

2 who were there at the Unit 1 and Unit 2 control rooms? What .

I'~)/%

4 did you think their function was?
''

5 A I hoped that they had been there to help, because

6 we needed at that time all the help we could get. I made it

7 quite clear to the NRC people in the Unit 1 control room --

8 one of them was Dr. Gallina, that had been an inspector of

9 ours on emergency planning inspections -- if he saw anything

10 at all he thought we could do differently, to please come

II forward and tell us, because we needed anything we could get

12 in terms of assistance or help; not to be bashful.

() 13 I don't remember anything that he came and specifically

I4 pointed out to us. He well may have done so, either to me

15 or other people that particular day, but there certainly

16 wasn't very much of that that went on. Most of the role was

17 that of an observer.

18 g Is that a passive role, would you say?

l9 A Most of the role was passive, almost entirely

20 passive.

21 G Did you understand he was there to rel trt informa-

rN 22 tion of some kind back to someone else, back to NRC?i )s

23 A. I think there was an effort made to do that on

2d
#eral Reporters, Inc.the part of the NRC. I don't know how significant that

Ace.

25 effort was. I felt that with the NRC being on site, that

t
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1 my obligation in terms of keeping the NRC informed was to

O
\~/ 2 keep the man next to me on site from the NRC informed insofar

3 as I could.
'

4 In terms of having to make any subsequent reports to the

5 King of Prussia office.that one would normally make if he

6 had, say, an abnormal -- I should say a licensee event report

7 kind of thing -- and I felt like I would be telling the man

8 right next to me, and from there on that was his bag. I had

9 told the NRC once I had done that. That's the role our

10 inspectors typically take. I am obligated to tell an NRC

11 inspector if I have a licensee event report. Usually I tell

12 the principal inspector. If I can't get him, I would tell

(( ') 13 another inspector. That would be such.

14 G Who was the principal inspector?

15 A Don Haverkamp.

16 G Did you talk to him at all on the phone during the

17 day?

18 A I don't remember if I talked to him that day or not.

19 I don't remember if he was on site that day or not.

G He wasn't on site that day. Really, what I am

getting at is: Were you surprised he wasn't? Did that

() register with you at all?

A Not directly. One inspector I was surprised not

( )) to see on site was Dale Donaldson, who had been our recent

,

I

!
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1 inspector in the emergency planning area. I felt like he
('T(-) 2 had usually had a number of comments for us in this perticular

3 area and that we had taken pains to make sure we had satis-
n
(')^^

4 fied his critiques of our situation. I felt kind of

5 surprised not to see him.

6 G Did any of the NRC inspectors from Region I who

7 were in either control room during Wednesday or Thursday

8 make any suggestions or strong comments contrary to what you

9 were doing at the time?

10 A Strong comments, I remember none. Their role was

Il definitely a passive role.

12 g Any comments or suggestions in the --
,

n.
13 A There may have been some low key suggestions,(j

14 because we certainly welcomed them to make such comments and

15 suggestions. We certainly included them in any discussions

16 we had. I would say that the relationship was entirely open

17 100 percent in terms of the flow of communications. There

18 may have been occasions when we knew of something that was

19 going on that was not specifically pointed out to the NRC

20 inspector, but that would have been, in my judgment, his

21 fault rather than my fault -- I'm using "my" collectively --

(, ~) 22 the fault of the person in charge at the particular time,
,

23 because it was openly going on in his presence. If he didn't

| Ace gel Coporters, Inc.
24 understand it, he could have asked questions about it.

25 g Do you think the people who were there from the;

|
|
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1 NRC in the plant on Wednesday and Thursday knew enough about

r~N
k '' 2 the plant to 1xa able to observe or report effectively on what

3 was going on to their own superiors?
7
+ .

'-
4 A ..I don't feel the reporting that was done, in

5 retrospect, was adequate.

6 G To NRC?

7 A To NRC. Not from Met Ed to NRC. 'I feel that was

3 adea aate . In terms of NRC to NRC, I do.''t feel that was

9 adequate. But it was a situation that had not been conceived

10 before in terms of what type of telephone lines were manned

11 in the early hours. I don't think NRC was equipped nor had

12 their chain of command ready and able to cope with the situa-

([ }) 13 tion from an information flow standpoint.

14 I think that also was one of the hardest things we faced

15 during the accident. Our emergency plan, I think we did almost

16 everything just about right, our problem was that our emer-

17 gency plan stopped when it came to the communications. That's

18 something where our plan would be handled by the Met Ed

19 communications department. It, by no means, was able to handle

20 or cope with the technicalities of the situation and the

21 dynamics of the situation, nor the social implications of the

() 22 situation at hand.

23 I don't feel the NRC was able to cope with it in-house.

24 G Wasn't there an open telephone line rather early
Am Ael Rworwn,lm.

25 on from the Unit 1 control room to King of Prussia's NRC
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1 control room?

( 'T
\> 2 A I don't remember. I know I had one with the

3 Bureau of Rad Health from the shift supervisor's office.
,_,

! '\
! /
' ''

4 Whether or not I had one -- I think that the inspectors that

5 came in from King of Prussia established that line in the

6 shift supervisor's office in Unit 1. I don't know that for

7 a fact.

8 G Do you recall receiving a lot of questions, either

9 from the NRC inspectors there on Wednesday or relayed from

10 others in NRC through them, about plant status, off-site

Il readings, or other matters?

12 A I recall very few questions being directed to me, |
-

- |() 13 very few. That could have been because of the dynamics of |

14 the situation, because I was pretty busy in terms of directing

15 what was going on. But it also could have been that it was

16 fairly obvious to the'NRC, and they were able to get the f
i

17 information without asking. |
!

18 G In the early afternoon of Wednesday, the 28th, ,

19 Mr. Miller and Mr. Kunder, I believe, were instructed to go i

20 brief the Lieutenant Governor, is that correct, according to ,

!

21 your recollection?

em ;

( j 22 A They did go brief the Lieutenant Governor, that is |

*
|

23 correct. What instructions they received, I don't know. !

24
| G Shortly thereafter, you were asked to come over to
|&ce- r:I Reporters, Inc.

25 the Unit 2 control room.

|
I :
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I A That is correct.

(h'/ 2 O By Mr. Ross.

2 A That's correct.

4'

O Do you think that he wanted some technical expertise

5 from you or psychological support or what was his purpose in

6 asking you to come over there?

7 A I felt like he wanted organizational expertise.

8 At least that was the role I tried to follow when I got there.
!

9 I had practiced the emergency drills that we had here at the |
!

10 |plant since 1974 and had been instrumental in organizing some

II of our approaches to the particular emergency drills, and

12 instrumental in some of the internal communications that were

13'
set up.

Id Consequently, when I arrived at the Unit 2 control room

15 for the second time, I tried to make sure those lines of

16 communication were established and moving, and tried to make

i
17 sure we were showing progress along those lines and that wc |

18 were actively forward as we had been doing before that day.
|

I9
% Do you recall what the plant situation was when you |

:

I20 went back to Unit 2 around 2:00 or 2:30 in the afternoon?
i
,

21 A I don't know that I recall it from being briefed on |

() 22 it again when I came into the control room or recall it from
;.

'

I23 reading through the sequence of events to know what it was

l' ) 24 at that point in time. At this point, I know that at that
pee 4wA Reporters, Inc.

|
25 time we had a hot leg temperature indication on scale in the j

1

!

l
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I A loop and it was still off scale in the B loop. Pressure

A 2 I don' t remen.ber.

3 G Was the strategy at that time still to depressurize

O
4 it?

5 A I don't believe it was.

6 G What do you recall about what the strategy was at

7 that time?

8 A At that time, I think we were still shooting for

9 reactor coolant pump, trying to make preparations to get one

10 on line.

II
G Do you know where that strategy came from, if

12 anywhere? Where it originated?

O is A 1 don't know where it orteineted. We dien't heve

14 flow in the B loop, or at least, if we had flow, it wasn't ;

15 doing too much with the hot leg temperature indication in
t

16 terms of bringing it down. Consequently, we felt if we could

17 get flow in the B loop and get rid of the bubble, the bubble
i

18 we felt was in the B loop, that could get us a little way {
i

towards reestablishing flow conditions in the core and solving fI9

!

20 some of our immediate problems.

21 G Was there any discussion while you were there about

22 a pressure spike in the containment?

23 A I don't remember. ;

i

p G You couldn't rule that out, though? You couldn't24
Ace 4w.at Reporters, Inc.

25 rule that out? You don't recall one way or another? You

i
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1 think you probably didn't hear anything about it? |
1

2 A I think I heard about it on subsequent dates, as

3 opposed to that day. Knowing from the sequence of events

'

4 what time it happened, I was not in t.e control room when it

5 happened, in the Unit 2 control room.

6 G When you were over there, were the NRC inspectors
1

7 who were in the control room in evidence at all? Were you

8 aware that they were there? !

9 A I was aware they were there.

10 % Were they making any contribution to plant strategy

11 or simply observing?

12 A Their role was a passive role at that time.

() 13 G Was that Mr. Higgins?

14 A I remember him. ,

!
15 % And Mr. Baunack? j

16 A I don't know if Mr. Baunack was there at that time

17 or not. There were two people there.

18 G Higgins was one, for sure?
|

19 A Higgins was one.

20 G Do you recall them taking any position on any j

21 particular strategy? ;

!

() 22 A No. !

!
23 G Do you recall about the time you came back to the :

I
24 i

.o(')u neconm. inc.
Unit 2 control room, or shortly before that, there was a

25 decision made to stop steaming through the steam relief
,

i
!
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1 valves?

(',T,, / 2 A State that question again, please.

3 G Do you recall.that a decision was made while you

O
b/ 4 were in the Unit 2 control room, or had been made shortly

5 before that, to stop stearing through the steam relief valves?

6 Perhaps I am usina the wrong name.

7 A Yot're close enough. I do remember that we had

8 decided to stop steaming through the atmospheric relief

9 valvas. I don't remember the timing, what time of the day

10 that happened.

II G What do you recall learning at the time about who

12 made that decision and the reasons for it?

13 A Well, I remember that the public was being very(~%v.)
Id concerned about radiation coming from Three Mile Island and i

|
15 steam coming from Three Mile Island. One can kind of look at i

i

16 something being emitted and draw the correlation that that !
|

17 was perhaps a radioactive cloud of steam from the discharge !
t

18 of the atmospheric relief valves.

I9 There was a certain amount of pclitical pressure to stop
'

20 steaming from the atmospheric relief valves. From whence
:
.

21 the actual decision came, I think it came from off site and I

22 I think, transmitted to Gary Miller. But I don't know |
{~}

was,

23 either of those things to be fact. That is supposition on !

24A my part.
ws_ja nmorters, im.

25 I also know that coincident with our stopping steaming,
'

i

.
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1 we regained vacuum and were able to steam to our condenser,

f3
(/ 2 so, consequently, we didn't lose the capability to steam.

3 G How do you know that?
O)
(_/ ,

4 A I remember it happening.

5 g When you say you didn't lose your capability to

6 steam, was getting the condensers and che use of the steam

7 generator back, in effect, did that give you an effective 1-sat

8 sink or not?

9 A We never lost the steam generator. The atmospheric

10 relief valve comes off the steam generator just as the

11 turbine bypass valves came off the steam generator. In terms

12 of an effective heat sink, it was doubtful whether it was an

() 13 effective heat sink either way, because of the flow situation.
|

| |

f14 BY MR. HAYNES:

15 g What was forming the steam in the steam generator?

16 A What was forming the steam in the steam generator?

17 G Was there a heat transfer taking place or was that !
! I

!18 just the heated water that had been staying in the steam {
i

19 generator? I mean, if there is no circulation through the |
|

20 loop. |
i

21 A Well, I don't remember the sequence relative to i j
i |

() 22 getting the A loop back on scale. In terms of the hot leg
'

|
i

23 temperature -- where that was relative to our steaming from |

(~' 24 the atmospheric relief valve -- if the A loop was on scale,
Ac>Lx) l Reporters, Inc,

25 that says that I did have some natural circulation through
i

I
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1 the 3L loop. Consequently, I did have some heat sink through

.2 those two and I just don't know the sequence without looking
.

3 at it here in front of me. So I can't directly answer the

( .

4 question.

5 G Then the steam generator, there was a body of. water

6 there that was hot?

7 A That's a true statement. It depended on the

'

8 pressure. One could definitely form steam.

9 Q And blow that down for a-while?

10 A That's right.

11 G Even though you don't have any circulation in the

12 loop?

I() 13 A That's right, plus the metal is going to retain i

.i

14 heat for a good long period of time, and also heat up some
,

15 of the water that one would put in.

16 MR. FRAMPTON: Let's stop and go off the record.

17 (Discussion off the record.)
i

18 MR. FRAMPTON: On the recced.
!

!19 BY MR. HAYNES:
i

20 G Back for a minute, Mr. Seelinger, you said that when

21 the atmospheric relief valves were closed, that the inner ,

!

() 22 vacuum was reestablished and.the steam flow was reestablished j

l23 going to the condenser. How did you confirm that steam was

{~} 24 in fact being discharged down the steam pipes into the
: Aci+ JW Recners, inc.

I25 condenser?
:

!
l
:
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1 A. I don't know if it was confirmed. I wasn't

2 involved in that confirmation. I'think it is a natural

3 assumption that steam is going out the atmospheric reliefs,

d and one gets his vacuum back and the steam is going to be4

5 somewhere, and that will be to the condenser. There are

6 ways that it could be confirmed, involving listening to flow

7 in the line, seeing what the temperature of the pipes are

8 that would be containing the steam, looking at the level

9 changes in terms of the feed flow into the steam generator,
i

10 and seeing what the level change is as a result of that feed

11 flow, which implies the steam would be going someplace.

12 Those things would collectively confirm that they did in ,

|

13 fact have steam going in the condenser.

14 Q. At that time you did not do that type of confirming? ,
'
,

15 A. I don't know if it was done, j

!

16 G You did not? |

17 A. I personally did not.

18 G Thank you, j

i
19 BY MR. FRAMPTON.

I
'

20 G Did you remain in the Unit 2 control room on
i

21 Wednesday until Mr. Miller came back? i,

22 A. Yes.

23 4 Then you went back to Unit l? !

24 A. Yes.
Sce-r_M Reporters, Inc.

25 0 Did you remain there the rest of the evening?
]
!

' '

I
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1 A No.

n
(-) 2 G What did you do during that evening?

!3 A Somewhere around 9:00 or 10:00 o' clock, I came back

O 4 to the Unit 2 control room. I remained in the Unit 2 control |

|

5 room until about 3:00 in the morning the following morning. |

6 G Who lef t at about 3:00 a.m. when you left?

7 A Gary Miller left. I left. I think Lee Rogers

8 left at 'the same time we left. I don't remember who else

9 left.

10 G At that time, who was left in charge?

11 A Joe Logan was in charge in the Unit 2 control room

12 when I left.

[')T 13 G Would you say that he was the tcp person in charge
u

14 oftheplantorwouldithavebeensomebodyfromMr.Herbein's!
!

!15 group at the observation center?

16 A Joe Logan was the person in charge on site of the
I

17 plant. That doesn't say that he didn't have close liaison ;

i

18 with the observation center. We had established that early |

19 on in the day in terms of a person being in charge on site.

20 Me was the person.

21 G Was there some shift system then set up for '

() 22 operating the plant? j

23 A Yes.
,

(~} 24 G Was that before you left on that night?
Sce4w21 Reporters, Inc.

25 A No. That was on the following day, after we came

|
,

_ _ _ . _ , _ _ .
__
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1 back in.

2 G okay. That system was what? Why don't you describe

3 it for'us?

O
4 A That system varied a little bit during the first

5 two to three days as it was getting started, but it basically

6 was two shifts of people such that-the shifts stood 12 hours

7 on and 12 hours off, and the entire shifts were in the early

8 days of the accident organized in that fashion.

9 G Well, you and Mr. Miller traded off shifts?

10 A That is correct.

11 G 12 hours on and 12 hours off.

!12 A That is correct.

(,) 13 G Was that a capacity of emergency director or, in

14 effect, a station superintendent, back and front shifts?
i

15 A Effectively, the name is somewhat immaterial, but f

86 the function you have ' described is correct. It was somewhere |

I17 between shift emergency director and station superintendent

18 on the two respective shifts. We started those shifts the i

i
i

19 day following the accident and our shifts eventually relieved i

i

20 6 hours off the other shifts such that we relieved at by, I

21 think, the Friday following the accident or the Saturday .
1

I :

r !

(_]j 22 following the accident, we vere in a position where we j
,

'

23 relieved at 6:00 in the morning and 1800 at night. The other

{} 24 shifts relieved at 12:00 noon and 12:00 midnight.
. Ace +dnt Reporters, Inc.

25 G You were on from 6:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m.? ,

!

_
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| 1 A Yes.

2 g Under you and Mr. Miller, the shifts for running

| 3 Unit 2, who were the two people who were in effect the shift

(~#1'
4 supervisors there? Is that Mr. Ross and Mr. Floyd?

5 A Mr. Ross and Mr. Floyd were on opposite shifts.

6 Mr. Toole and Mr. Logan, I think, were on opposite shifts.

7 And Mr. Tsaggaris and Mr. Potts were on opposite shifts in

8 the emergency control station.
|

9 G Which was still at that time in the Unit 1 control !
|

10 room.

11 A Yes.

12 g When did you return to the site on Thursday, the 29th?,
I

() 13 A Approximately 9:00 a. m .

!

14 g Were you there all day on Thursday? I

i

15 A Until about 2:00 a.m. the following day. '

!
16 g Where were'you and what were you doing, as best i

!
17 you can recall, on Thursday? |

!

18 A I spent a good share of the morning from about |
!

19 10:30 or 11:00 until 1:00 or 2:00 o' clock in the afternoon

20 in the Unit 1 control room, trying to ascertain the status of

21 the ECS and ensure the ECS was operating properly. Then I 1

I

() 22 went to the Unit 2 control room and spent the remainder of the

i

23 day in the Unit 2 control room. !

(-] 24 In terms of physically what I was doing, I don't remember
,

' Aub #cl Reporters, inc.

25 the specifics. I was directing the activities of the shift,

I

|

| 1!
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I trying to accomplish certain evolutions consistent with the

2 goals that we had established for ourselves in terms of

3 containing the radioactive fluid and gas that had been

O
4 generated, and in terms of keeping the core and the reactor

5 coolant system in a stable condition.

6 g During the period or time that you were in the

7 Unit 1 control room the first half of Thursday, were you

|
8 coordinating off-site monitoring at all during that time, or

9 was someone doing that for you?

10 L I don't remember doing too much coordinating of

11 off-site munitoring. I do remember being involved trying to

12 figure out and ascertain the status of what had happened

() 13 during my absence when I had been sleeping and getting an

14 adecuate status. I became involved in certain evolutions

+

15 going on in the control room prior to going to the Unit 2 |
;

16 control room. j

17 g Did Met Ed still have monitoring teams out on
:

18 Thursday reporting in?
.

19 L Yes.

20 g Do you recall whether there were more -- did Met Ed

1

21 have helicopters that had been leased, one or more tha+. were

() 22 doing monitoring?
i
'

23 L We had helic opters. How they were obtained, I don't

p 24 know.
.

AcAJJ Reporters, Inc.

25 g Do you recall whether there was any DOE monitoring,

I
t
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I people who were reporting into the control room, the ECS?
/ .

- 2 A I don't recall.

3 0 What about NRC monitoring? Do you recall any of

U
d that?

5 A I don't recall.

6 0 Were you aware that a team from NRR in Washington

7 arrived on Thursday at the site, led by Mr. Vollmer?

|8 A I don't know if I was aware of that or not.

9 G From your point of view, was there any perceptible

10 change in the NRC presence or role on Thursday from what it

II had been on Wednesday?

12 A No.

G Tnere were still inspectors in the control rooms |t 13

Id observing and reporting back? ;

i

15 'A Yes.

I0
G Was there any increase in the extent to which you

I7 were getting questions from them or from NRC people in ,

18 Washington about the status of the plant and so forth on !

19 Thursday?

20 A I don't remember any marked difference. -

i

21 g What were your functions when you moved over to the

' O' O 22 Unit 2 control room in the afternoon and evening of Thursday? !

!
|23 What were you doing over there?

) A Again, my functions were to direct the progress ofSc24[uid Reporters, Inc.
'#

25 the shift and the status of the plant, to try to keep core
,

I

i
i
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;

I cooling and to try and minimize and contain any radioactive

f)d 2 releases to the environment.

3 % Was Mr. Miller there on Thursday in the Unit 2

U
4 control room during the afternoon and evening of Thursday?

5 A I don't remember the tir 2 frame that he was on site

6 on Thursday. I believe he was on site approximately the same

7 time I was on site on Thursday. In terms of getting ourselves i

!

8 into a two-section watch rotation, that happened either late j-

l

9 Thursday or Friday.

10 g Would you say that things were relatively calmer

II on Thursday than they had been on Wednesday?

'12 A They were not calm. We had better control of the
l

9 ent on raureder then we did on Wednesder. !~O '3 1
;

14 2 There was a feeling that the plant was more stable?

15 A The plant was more stable, without question. The

16 release situation was'still not well in hand.

'

17 g Were you aware during Thursday afternoon or evening
:

18 or late at night before you left that releases were occurring i

19 as a result of the transfer of liquids or gases in the

20 auxiliary and fuel-handling buildings?
;

21 A Releases were in progress, just from looking at the

O redi tio= momitor ee=1 e=t, et or which wee er ece1e re '
9

23 good share of which was off scale, In terms of, at that point,

24
. (] being able to correlate releases to specific evolutions being
kee.fwsci Reporters, Inc.

25 performed with water and/or gas transfer within the auxiliary
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1 building or fuel-handling building, I don't think that on

bsJ 2 Thursday we had yet been able to perform that correlation.

3 0 So you don't think as o'f Thursday night you were
(~)
~'

4 aware that a specific action such as intentional venting of

5 the makeup tank was correlated with releases up the stack that

6 could be observed by helicopter or some other way?

7 A It was certainly not correlated to the point it was

8 correlated on subsequent days. There were undoubtedly initial

9 indications that subsequent data proved that the correlation

10 existed that would have occurred on Thursday. Whether or not j

11 we were fully aware of the implications of a higher pressure

12 in the makeup tank, causing more of a release, I don't know.

() '
13 G Was there concern on Thursday about gas or pressure

14 building up in the makeup-letdown system?
,

i

15 A Weil, there was definitely concern. As pressure I

16 builds up in that system, it tends to impede the letdown flos

17 within the reactor coolant system. The letdown flow eventually 6
(
.

18 ends up in the tank in which that pressure buildup was occur-
!

19 ring. So there was a definite concern and the need was

20 recognized to vent that tank to the vent header, subsequently

21 into the waste gas system. Eventually, the concern, which is ;

'
(~% 22 well documented, became known that there was a large amount(_j

23 of gas.

/} 24 Depressurization caused the gas to come out of solution and
Ace uJrd Reporters, Inc.

25 a recting place for that gas had to be found. That resting

!
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l

1 place eventually ended up being the containment building after j

( 2 piping was. installed to port the gas to the containment

3 building.

4 4 Specifically, were you aware on Thursday night or
;

5 early Friday morning, before you left, that the operators
i

6 were periodically venting the makeup tank in order to keep

7 the pressure down so as not to degrade the letdown flow?

8 A I was probably aware of that. I don't remember

9 sitting here.

10 g Do you recall your making any connection or anyone )
I

11 else making any connection between that periodic venting and
|

c-10 12 periodic puffs, releases into the atmosphere? |
1

(} 13 A I don't remember relative to Thursday.

14 g You remember that clearly being a concern on .

l' l

15 Friday? j ;

i,

Irememberthatclearlybeingaconcernonsubsequentj16 A
!

17 days, but which days, I don't know. j

l

18 g And you recall leaving at 2:00 o' clock in the morning!
l

19 or something like that on Friday morning.
i

20 A Yes.
!

21 O When did you return to the plant? ! i

I !

'

(} 22 A About 10:30 on Friday morning.

23 g And then you shortly theraf ter lef t. |

'
24 A I think I left about 4:00 or 5:00 in the afternoon.(~)

. Ace val Repor*ers, Inc.

25 Yes, I think I left about 4:00 or 5:00 in the afternoon.
i

,
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1 % Had you come in in anticipation of taking a shift

O~s 2 ,beginning noon on Friday?

3 A Yes, and somehow we swung on two shifts. I have not

O
4 been able to reconstruct that in my mind, how we did that.

5 I tried to do that and I don't remember how we did that.

6 Eventually, I ended up on the 6:00 o' clock at night until

7 6:00 in the morning shift, through a period of a couple of

8 days of swinging on shifts.

9 G Did you become aware of an increased NRC presence ,

|

10 on the site on Friday when Harold Denton and a large number

11 of other people from White House communications arrived? Did

12 that make any impact on the plant operations or *.ae operation

() 13 of the ECS?
,

i

14 A Not to my knowledge.

I
15 g In some previouc testimony, you made a remark about |

16 it being obvious that'within the NRC, I&E, and NRR, they often !
!
;

17 C.idn't talk to each other. Was that a general comment based i

18 on experience with the NRC or does that arise out of the j

i

l9 experience in NRC's response to this accident?
!
'20 A The initial people we had on site, I was familiar

I

21 with dealing with the NRC, with the I&E people. I have had i

|

(') 22 very little dealings prior to the TMI-2 accident with anyone
i

23 from the NRR. The people who arrived on site Wednesday were |
1

(~) 24 I&E people. I don't recall any NRR people on site on Thursday,
Ace +aal Reporters, Inc.

25 though they well may have been.

;

i
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1 Our chief communications, I think, were with the I&E people
es
(-) 2 'on Thursday. It had been our experience in communicating

3 with one NRC individual in a non-crisis situation that that
.

4 was sufficient communication to get the worC in to the NRC'

5 hierarchy as far as it had to go in a non-crisis atmosphere.

6 That, apparently, from news accounts, though I don't know

7 whether that could be believed, was not totally sufficient in

8 this case.

9 The I&E people on site were certainly privy to the

10 information we had available. They were talked to and observed

II what we did, what we saw. News accounts fran NRR existed in
I

12 somewhat of a void of information. That information was
I

() 13 available to NRC people. i

l

Id G Did there come a time during the period of Friday, !

i

15 Saturday and Sunday when there was an increased presence or ;

i

10 control by NRC that you were aware of? A situation had come ,

i

17 about where there was more likelihood of checking with NRC i

18 people in the control room or observation center before any ;

l9 major actions were taken in the plant?

20 A. By Saturday or Sunday, we had a procedure scheme

21 set up such that virtually nothing was done without a newly

22 created procedure and NRC was one of the bodies that reviewed |()
i '

| 23 that procedure. Consequently, from that standpoint, a good |
'

(~3 24 deal of control was exercised over what actions we elected
j Ace irJ Reponm, Inc.

| 25 to take.

.. . -_
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I In terms of who ran the show and in terms of who called

O 2 the shots and in terms of what action would be taken, that

.

3 was always ours. We never saw NRC take control over that i

l
4 throughout the entirety of the accident. In the few dealings

5 with NRR on site, I saw strong suggestions, but never sawi

6 the NRC take control and take command responsibility for

I 7 accomplishing items.

8 G Did the NRC at any point seek to do that?

9 A I don't know.
l

G From your observation, did NRC people try to keep |
10

II hands off and make it aapear that they were simply in an

12 advice-giving or consultative mode? ,

13 A. Their role became more active, as I stated, with

Id the procedure review. I

15 0 How did the procedure review get set up arid what
.

16 '

was it? ;

I7 A. A group somewhere appeared on site. I'm not really
i

18 sure how. NRC reviewed our procedures. The exact mechanism |

that was dictated that NRC would review our procedures, I

20 don't remember, but all of a sudden NRC was there and NRC ;

21 was reviewing procedures. There was a shift of NRR people |

22 there that reviewed procedures.
.

g When you say "there," where were they physically |23

( 24 located?
' Ac.:aro n.ponen inc.

25
A. Initially, in the control room. Eventually, on the

,

i

!
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1 turbine floor.

t 2 g Do you remember when they app. eared in the control

3 room and undertook this?

O 4 A I do not, but I would guess that it was in the

5 Saturday-Sunday time frame.

6 g And you don't know what arrangements were made to

7 have that happen?

8 A No.

9 0 Do you know who was in on that or who instructed

10 you that these people would be in the control room and were,

Il going to be reviewing major things that you did?

12 A I am sure I probably got the word through my

() 13 management that that's the way it was. That's the way it

Id happened.
I

15 g Who was the lead person, if you recall, Saturday

or Sunday, when you wsre there, from NRR in the control room? !16

!

A One of the shifts I dealt with, NRC was on shifts |I7
|
.

18 as well, and one of the chaps was Tom Novak. I don't remember !
|

19 the other shifts.
i

20 Ig Were the people from the NRC who were fulfilling'

21 this function sufficiently knowledgeable about the plant and j

(} 22 did they have sufficient expertise to give constructive' advice |,

|

23 and review? !

24'). A I don't know.. Am(w Jd Remnen, inc.
;

25 g Did you interact with them very much?

.!
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1 A Some. Not directly a great deal. On occasion, I

O
k/ interfaced with them to expedite their review of a particular2

3 procedure or something of that nature, but I think the review

O
4 was mostly through the people that were writing the procedures,

5 interfacing with the people reviewing the procedures.

6 G As far as you could tell, were they a hindrance or

7 did they make very little impact one way or the other?

8 A In terms of help or hindrance, I think the system,

9 once relatively stable, needed as many functional checks and
i

10 balances as would be appropriate, and they certainly served

11 that purpose relative to what we were doing.

12 A very large number of procedures got created in a rela-

(~Ns) 13 tively rapid fashion with quickly changing guidance. In |

14 terms of individual qualifications of the respective people,

i

15 I just can't speak to that. I am sure they don't know the {
i

16 specifics of Three Mile Island Unit 2, but I'm not sure they

17 needed to. j
i

18 MR. YUSPEH: What did you mean when you say they j

19 were a check and balance, or one of several checks and i

!

20 balances? !

21 THE WITNESS: Any procedure that is written undergoes

p
(_) 22 a review process such that if the writer is writing something

23 that is not technically gound or administratively correct, '

'

( }) 24 hopefully the reviewer would pick that up. They served that
; Ace-e dN4 Reporters, Inc.

25 type of function.

i
|

| i
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1 In addition, they had access to experts in various fields
/, T

' 2 that could provide some technical expertise in such areas as

- 3 hydrogen control, hydrogen diffusion, hydrogen explosive

G
4 limits, things of that particular nature.

5 BY MR. FRAMPTON:

6 G I think that you testified before on one occasion

7 that, prior to the accident, you had participated at various

8 times in entrance and exit interviews with NRC inspectors who

9 came on site during construction and start-up of TMI-2, is ;

10 that right?

11 A That is correct.

12 G Do you think the I&E inspections that you had some
/^x !

(m) 13 knowledge about during that time period were effective in ;

i

14 catching things that your organization did not or would not

15 have caught?

16 A I think that the I&E inspect 2sns provide a purpose |
|

17 that is a sound purpose, that is an independent review from
|'

18 a regulatory body. I think we were responsive to those

I9 inspections. I think that, prior to the accident, we had an

20 adequate working relationship with the NRC, such that we

21 provided them the attention they needed while on site to

/''N i

(_) 22 complete their inspections and tried to be responsive to what i

23 they found.
I
'

24 A nuclear plant is a big place. There are reams of paper
' Ace. eceral Reporters, Inc.

25 and reams of documentation that govern the a ctivities of a
,
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1 nuclear plant. That much administrative control will lend

(|J'RL 2 itself to a certain amount of error. The object is to minimize

'

3 that error and make that error acceptable.

O
4 For the NRC or ourselves to go look for that error in

5 auditing and inspecting, you can always find some error. I

6 think the size and sheer magnitude of what we are dealing

7 with, because of that size and magnitude, the inspections serve

8 a useful purpose.

9 Hopefully, with our own inspections and QC inspections, we

10 find some of the same things and take the same type of correc-

11 tive action, and I think we in general tried to respond in

12 the same like fashion, but I think additional inspection in

() |13 those areas is welcome.

|
14 G Do you think the organization relies on the NRC in I

15 any part to pick up things that aren't being done by the book?
I

16 A No, I don't; !

!
17 G When NRC inspectors come here -- and I am talking j

i
18 about the individual inspections; not special teams or audits --

19 what were they customa2 y,orwhatwouldheorshecustomarilyf
!

20 inspect? Would the inspector go and look at the control room '

!

21 and go in the building and look at an individual valve or {

() 22 talk to people, or would the inspector ordinarily examine4

23 logs and other paperwork that had been done? ! l

(') 24 A Well, it would depend upon the purpose of the | |

. Ace %. stet Reporters, inc. . 1

25 inspection. The NRC has a series of inspection modules that
,

|
!

,.
|
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I it carries out. Depending on the particular module, it

2 depends upon the inspection. A typical module would be a'

3 quarterly operations inspection that would review operations

4 logs and records, tagging documentation, surveillance proce-

5 dures, compliance with those procedures, surveillance results,

6 general area inspections for proper cleanliness and proper

7 maintenance of equipment, fire hazards, status of fire

8 extinguishers. Those are the kinds of things that might be

9 inspected in a typical operations inspection.

10 Some of the other modules, there might be a module on leak

" rate testing in which all the documentation for valve testing
i

12 and containment integrity t ating is reviewed to ensure that !

13 we have complied with the regulations and requirements and

I# the technical specifications involving those particular items.
:
6 ,

15 In the h ealth physics area, the same kind of things: Have

16 we complied with all the requ.trements of 10 CFR 20? Do our !

!
I7 procedures comply with the requirements of the law? Do we |

I
18 'in fact, through documentation, show we complied with our

i

l9 procedures? Are our practices being followed from actual !

20 observations? -

I.
2I G How does the NRC inspector determine whether you are !

/7 y
V complying with your procedures, other +1,an determining whether |

-

23 surveillance checklist is there in the book or something like !
,

'

f

#( ) that?
Acemeral Reporters, Inc.

25
3, . Much of it is done through paper review. Some of ,

!
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.

1 it is done through actual observation. I would say that
/ --

\> 2 those two items are the biggest way that the NRC used to do it.

3 I would say that probably greater than half -- maybe three-

O
4 quarters is by documentation review, and that one-quarter or

,

5 so is actual observation.
.

6 g In the area in which you were working for a good

7 deal of time, training, what kinds of inspection does the

8 NRC do in that area?

9 A There is a training module that comes out about

10 once a year or so. The NRC comes down and inspects you as

11 to requirements of the reg guides and the requirements of your'

,

I
12 specific commitments from the training area to ensure your |

| ,

() 13 programs and documentation have met the requirements that you

14 have laid down to say you will meet. !
!

15 For example, you may look at the operator requalification |

16 program and ensure the licensed operators have in fact

17 completed their 60 hours a year, that they have taken and 'I
|

1 i

18 passed their tests, that they have participated in the control ;
!

19 room for the required number of hours and received the variety

20 of experience they are committed to receive.
|
s

21 g That's by checking the logs and books and course i

() 22 results and so forth?4

23 A Correct.

24 G Do NRC inspectors interview individuals to determine(~}!ac3, Ject Reporters, Inc.

25 whether they r eally went through the training course and got
t

.

i
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1 the experience in the control room?

O
2 A Occasionally.

3 g But not often?

4 A Typically, if it is done, it is done on the training

5 inspection. It would be done probably no more frequently than

6 once a year, but might be done at any time. I know of it

7 being done on at least a couple of different occasions.

8 g Who undertook the burden of training of the control

9 room operators and auxiliary operators for TMI-2 during 1976,

10 1977, and 1978?

11 A Whose job was it to train those people?

12 O Yes. Was that done entirely by Met Ed? What was

() 13 being done as input into tha..?

14 A Our training departnent administered the program

15 for the most part and taught a good deal of it. We sent our
i
'

16 control room operators on Unit 2 to an eight-week simulator

17 course at B&W in order that they might be eligible to receive ;

i

18 what is called the cold NRC license. That's a license that !
i

19 is obtained prior to fuel load, an operator's license that
'

20 is obtained prior to fuel load.

!
21 g Did B&W provide course materials and teachers? {

) 22 A Yes. That was all done in Lynchburg.
,

23 g I am not talking about just the simulator portion,

(} 24 but for other portions of the training.
|&eCpJ Reporters, Inc.
| 25 A I don't remember. It was not the majority of the

|

l
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I course, by any means, if in fact that was done..,

2 O The majority of the course would have been run by

3 Met Ed?

4 A. It was an in-house training program, that's correct.

5 MR. YUSPEH: Have you sent pccple occasionally to

6 commercially-sponsored training programs such as those offered

c-ll 7 by NUS?

8 THE WITNESS: For specified items, yes, but not

9 typically in the area of operator training.

10 BY MR. FRAMPTON:

II
G I believe in some prior testimony you talked briefly

12 about the control room design and the lac of prioritization

13 of controls and instruments. Do you think that the prolifera- f
iId tion and/or lack of prioritization of instruments and controls ;

15 in the control room played a significant role in making it

16 more difficult during the first day or few days of the

17 accident for the operators to focus on the most important
i

18 variables? }
I9 A. Yes.

20 g Can you give any more specific examples or description

2I of that? j

22 A. The area of the reactor coolant drain tank indica-

'23 tions was not readily accessible to the operator from his

!
24 normal duty station.

Ace Fderd Reporters, Inc.

25
G Those are on the back panel facing the other

L 1

;
'

|
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I direction from the front of the console?

2 A. That is correct.

[
The sheer magnitude and size of the control room, with3

r%s

ty
4 the great number of alarms present in the control room, make

5 it very difficult to focus on any given alarm. I would say

6 that those two areas are the most significant relative to

7 the control room as opposed to other comments.

8 % How would you contrast the Unit 1 control room with

9 the Unit 2 control room with respect to its workability?

10 A. The Unit 1 control room is a little better in terms
II of size than the Unit 2 control room.

12 Further, there are virtually no controls in the Unit 1
!.D 13 control room that the operator loses sight of the console and IQ ;

panel while he is operating. Therearesomethathemarginally|Id

15 loses sight of, but never is as remote as he is from the

16 console and panel in the Unit 2 control room because of :
i

!17 configuration.

18 The Unit 1 control room is probably no bigger than about

'I9 two-thirds the size of the Unit 2 control room, and its

20 relative compactness adds to its controllability. ,

21 There are features in the Unit 2 control room which I

{} 22 prefer over the Unit 1 control room in terms of organization

23 of controls by systems.

[) 24
G That's in Unit 27

Ace?%hu Reporters, Inc.

25 A. Unit 2 versus Unit 1. However, the alarm

i
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1 acknowledgment capability in Unit 1 is far superior to that

2 in Unit 2.

3 G Why is that? Because it is central?
(~h
k/ 4 A That's because there are several places from which

5 one can acknowledge an alarm in Unit 1 and very few in

6 Unit 2. That's about it in terms of differences.

7 MR. FRAMPTON: Off the record.

8 (Discussion off the record.)

9 MR. FRAMPTON: Back on the record.

I

10 BY MR. HAYNES: |

11 G If we may continue, I have a couple of questio1s

12 about the control room differences between Units 1 and 2.

() 13 You said the size of the Unit 1 control room is about

i
14 two-thirds that of the size of the Unit 2 control room. Why :

!

15 the difference in size? Is there less equipment, miniaturiza-|

16 tion? What?

17 A I don't really know. There are more alarms in the

18 Unit 2 control room, by a considerable number. There is

!

19 less indication, I would say, in general in the Unit 1 control

20 room as opposed to the Unit 2 control room. The electrical

21 panels are arranged much more compactly in the Unit 1 control
!

I'T 22 room than Unit 2. ,

\-) ;

;
'

23 G The electrical panels meaning the battery controls

'

(~ . 24 and the 4160/480 controls?
ceda}i neoorters. anc.

.

25 A Right. Those would be the chief reasons.

!
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1 O With respect to location of controls, I believe you

2 mentioned that in the Unit 1 control room the operator could,

3 perform manipulations without getting out of view entirely of
,

' 4 his main console, whereas that is not the case in Unit 2.

5 Specifically, the panel 8-A, which is the leak panal, isa

6 back panel. I noticed also that the ventilation panels were

7 in back.

8 Is there a similar situation to that in Unit 17

9 A There are panels in Unit 1 that are in the approxi-

10 mate location of the shift supervisor's office at Unit 2.

II There are two such panels. One is slightly out of view of

12 pret of the console. However, it is no more than one step

13
.

from being in view of the entirety of.the console. All others

Id that require any manipulation or from which any manipulation

15 is done are in site of the console.

16 g A while ago'we talked about cross-licensing of
!

17 operators. Were any reactor operators cross-licensed between

18 Units 1 and 2? |

I9 A I assume by that you mean -- !

20 g Control room operators.
!

A By classification. !21

O 22 a raat correct- i

23 A The answer is no. .

fl 24'

g Cross-licensing took place at the supervision level? '

: Ace Grd Reporters, Inc.

25 A That is correct, and for the most part at the
,

i

i
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I supervision level, that was shift supervisor in level. There
. ,

2 were one or two forkmen that were cross-licensed, but mostly

3 just the shift supervisors and supervision above shift

O
4 supervisors.

5 0 Do you recall the number of cross-licenses? Would

6 ten strike a bell with you?

7 A I would say 11.

B g Fine. If'I could, I would like to go back to how

9 the management of the plant was organized on 3/2E, 3/29,

10 through 4/2, if I may.

II A Let's go back for a second. I think that number

12 should be 12 cross-licenses. !

Iw i

g,) 13 g Okay. I just wanted some idea of numbers. 10 or 12|
I

14 versus 20 or so. But it is in the range of 12? !

15 A Yes. !
l :

16 I just thought of another. 13.

17 0 Fine, okay.

18 With respect to the organization of the plant management

19 late on Wednesday, the 28th, through the following Monday, I j
r

20 have been trying to make up a little chart here and, as I

21 understand, on the 28th essentially you were at the site ,

I
'

() 22 between 0645 in the morning until 0300 Thursday morning.<

23 A' Yes.

(~') 24 g Then you left and came in around 0900 Thursday
AceAirI Reporters, Inc.

25 morning and stayed until 0200 Friday morning.
!

i
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I A That's correct.

O 2 4 You left and then came back around 10:30 in the

3 morning and stayed until 4:00 or 5:00 in the afternoon..fs)N/
4 A I think that is correct in terms of the time I left.

5 g I understood from your prior depositions, one of

6 them, that you came back in on Saturday on the midnight to,

7 8:00 shift.

8 A I think that's correct.

0 Which would swing you over into the 1800 to 6:00 a.m.|9

10 time shift.

II A That's how that happened.

12 4 So on Sunday, you would be working -- well,

k,) 13 Saturday night, from 6:00 in the evening to 0600 in the j
iId morning Sunday, and then continue from there. ,

!

|
15 A That is correct.

|
I0 0 Alternating with you on that was Mr. Miller. |

I7 A That's correct.

|
18 I will establish his schedule with him later on. I0

i

I9 I understood Mr. Ross and Mr. Floyd were there from noon

20 to midnight. When you were on duty to 0200 on Friday morning,

21 do you recollect if Mr. Floyd was the one that came in on | |

( 22 duty at midnight *
i

23 A I don't remember.
r

(s) g You were functioning somewhere between the emergency#

pra4 wast Reporters, Inc.

25 . director and the unit superintendent.. What was the
i

1

5
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1 functioning of Mr. Ross and Mr. Floyd? Did they report to

\- 2 you when you were there?

3 A Yes. I made up titles for everybody so that we
[)v

4 could call ourselves something, and I think that we called

5 Gary Miller and myself site supervisors. We called Mr. Logan

6 and Mr. Toole shift superintendents. We called Mr. Ross and

7 Mr. Floyd either shift operations supervisors or senior

8 shift supervisors. I think it was shift operations

9 supervisors. And Mr. Tsaggaris and Mr. Potts, ECS coordinators..
!

10 G Is this documented somewhere?

II A I have it written down on a piece of paper I found

12 the other day when someone asked me the question.

() 13 G Could I have a copy of it?

!14 MR. YUSPEH: Sures
i

15 BY MR. HAYNES: |
;

16 G When you were on duty as the site supervisor, where i

i

17 did you generally stay?

18 A In general, I was in the Unit 2 control room. !

I9 G Mr. Ross and Mr. Floyd, when they pulled the shift

20 operations supervisor function --
t

21 A Also usually in the Unit 2 control room. |

(') 22 G ECS coordinators? j

23 A Unit 1 control room.

(' 24 G Shift superintendents?
eceb)rei Reporters, Inc.

25 A Unit 2. The Unit 2 control room.
,

|

|
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I
_

g They were in the Unit 2 control room. Did I

2 understand you to say you were in Unit 2 or l?

3 A Unit 2.

4 g So there was really --'

5 A Three senior people per shift in the Unit 2 control

6 room. That's the way that worked out.

7 g Was it clear to everyone, to your knowledge, that

8 they knew who was in charge?

9 A Yes.

10 g What flexibility did the shift operations supervisors

II have with respect to operation of the facility with respect

12 to venting of the makeup tank? By " venting," I mean going i

() 13 up into -- not truly venting. It is discharging it up into,

.

14 the waste decay gas header.
|

15 A I don't remember exactly. Early on in the accident, |
!

16 before we correlated the venting of the makeup tank or {
i

17 buildup of pressure in the makeup tank to increased release i

18 rates off-site, I don't remember exercising as much control

19 over that evolution as w e did later in the first 10 to 14 t

20 days of the accident, such that I don't know if I would have
i
'21 been specifically notified if the makeup tank was to be vented

() 22 or not.

g So these controls were exercised -- this would be j23
,

() 24 Saturday or later?
: Ace %er:4 Reporters, Inc.

25 '

A Later on, there was relatively more control over

!

.
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1 evolutions such as that, once those evolutions were completely
,_
/\
( !
'' ' 2 correlated to off-site releases.

3 As I mentioned earlier in the deposition, I don't know-

U, s
4 that on Thursday and Friday we had totally correlated venting

5 of the makeup tank to specific off-site releases. We may have.

6 But I can't say that for a fact. Consequently, the venting

7 of such tank did not necessarily require the same degree of

8 notification of off-site personnel at the observation center

9 and so forth that were going to perform this evolution standby,

10 countdown, that kind of scenario that we would exercise later
!

II on in the accident. |
1

12 In t erms of saying the specific day that degree of control !
I/"T

(J 13 started, I don't know. I would have to say it evolved and ;
i

Id got a little stronger with each day, as our knowledge
i

15 increased.
!

16 G On Friday, the 30th, there was a makeup vent valve

17 opened at 0710 in the morning, according to records. As I

18 understand from your work schedule, you were not here on the '

I9 site at that time.

20 A That's right.

21 0 Do you recall a Mr. Berry being on shift during this
fh ,

U 22 period?

23 A How do you spell that?

9 24
G B-e-r-r-y.

Ace- ederal Reporters, Inc.

25 A. I don't recall .

i
|
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1 G Do you know Mr. Berry?

b,,,
2 A Yes.

_
3 The reat.n I asked you how you spell it is that we also

'

''
4 have a Mr. Barry and a Mr. Berry.

5 G This is B-e-r-r-y.

6 I have what appears to be --

7 MR. FRAMPTON: Could we have marked as Exhibit 6 a

8 TMI document No. TM-0357, which appears to be pages of hand-

9 written notes made by Mr. Berry and by Mr. Marshall during the

10 period of March 29 to 31, 1979.

11 (Exhibit No. 6 identified.) ;

i

12 BY MR. HAYNES:

[_3} 13 G Do you recognize this at all?
j

|

14 A No. |

15 4 During this period, did you have one assigned :aking >

16 data in the control room to keep track of the equipment opera-
;

17 tions being performed in the control room?

18 A I don't remember. ;

|

19 G Do you want to look at this a minute and see what

20 you might characterize that as? You have not seen this? '

|
|21 A No.
i

Inthesenotes,itappearsontheeveningofthe29th,ff'D 22 3G

23 up until midnight of the 29th, venting of the makeup tank was

eerd Reporters. Inc.being accomplished by cycling the makeup valve 13 for periods24

Ace

25 cf two to five seconds, to burp gas out quickly. Is that --

, 4

!
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)
.

I as you recall, how was that handled at that time? '

,
,

t'' ''
\

2 A I don't remember.

3 G Later on, on the 30th, between the hours of midnight,s

( 't
G'

4 and 6:00 aum.,.a slightly different process appears to have

5 been used where the venting was taking place for longer periods

6 of time, 20 to 25 minutes, on two different occasions. You

7 don't recollect that?

8 A I don't remember.

9 G Okay, fine. '

10 When3ou were functioning as the site supervisor, to whom

11 were you reporting?

12 A To Jack Herbein.

(, 13 G Was Mr. Herbein there continuously or, in his

14 absence, did he have an alternate?

15 A Bob Arnold was his alternate.

'
16 G So they were working 12 on and off.

17 A Basically.
.

!

I

18 G Where were they located? ;

!

19 A At the observation center.
I

20 G What period of time were they in place there?
|

21 Do you know? ,

|r ~~

(_) 22 A From somewhere either late in the morning or early

23 in the afternoon on the 28th, Herbein established himself at t

!24 the observatory center for about a month.
Ace Federil Reporters, Inc.

25 G I believe Mr. Arnold came over later on a Friday, as

I
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1 as I recollect, on the 30th.

2 A I don't know what day he started.

3 G You don't know who was Mr. Herbein's alternate on
O
LJ ,

4 the 29th? l

|

|
5 A No. I

;

6 G All right.

7 BY MR. FRAMPTON:

8 0 Have you had a chance to read some portions of the

9 I&E report of the accident? The report of the I&E investiga-

10 tion.

11 A I read small portions of the report.
;
'

12 G Do you have any comments on the report with respect

g-~ ,

g] 13 to either its accuracy or its usefulness or any of the |
l

o-12 14 conclusions that you read in the report? |
!

15 ,I

:
i

16 |

|
1

17 t

18

19

|
20 :

21 |
|

Ih 22
\-) i

23

!

eerst Reporters, Inc.
24
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f C

t 2 subjective situation and that the report attempted to analyze

3 and report performance in a nuclear accident under rules that
[V)

4 were designed for an everyday atmosphere. Consequently, I feel

5 that the conclusions -- or I should say proposed citations

6 portion of the report -- made no allowances for the uniqueness

7 of the emergency situation in which the plant staff, the NRC

8 and all others concerned were trying to function.

9 As a result of that, somewhat subjectively, I feel the

10 report is very condemnatory and as part of the public record I

Il think leaves a great deal to be desired ~in that it makes no

12 consideration for the uniqueness of the situation.

n
e 13 An example would be one of the proposed citations was the

14 fact that the health-physics control point was left unattended

15 and consequently all personnel could have gone past that point

16 and become inadvertently exposed. Under the set of circumstance,s,

17 pretty tight control over personnel was being exercised.
|
,

18 Continuous announcements or frequent announcements were mal

19 on the page system to keep people informed of what conditions |
20 Access to various points throughout the plant werewere.

21 being controlled from the control room. Security posts that

.( ) 22 were normally manned were not manned to avoid radiation

23 exposure. Perhaps an undue amount of exposure could have

24 occurred by leaving a person stationed at the control point !,

Ace eral Reporters, Inc. |

to avoid other people being exposed. |25

!
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slo-2 I think that this particular type of proposed citation
)

makes the situation look like one of noncompliance when, in
2

,

fact, compliance wasn't the issue. Control in responding )3

under the circumstances in the best technical manner possible
4

Was the issue at the time and I feel that that was at least what
*

we tried to do. Whether or not the end result will show that6

we accomplished that will be the subject of many reports and a
7

great deal of analysis by variour. ijroups. |8

|
Q one of the things or conclusions of the I & E report, |

9

10 I think it's. fair to say, is that the operators and their

11 supervisors facing a situation that was completely unexpected

12 and unanticipated had received training and conditioning and

( 13 procedures which encouraged them to take one approach to coping

ja with the accident when, in hindsight, a different approach might

15 have been more productive in ameliorating the accident. I think

16 you, yourself, told us before or described a situation of a

17 bunch of people facing something that nobody ever faced before.

18 A situation that was not well understood as to what you were

19 facing.

20 My question to you is whether you have any comments on how

21 this could have happened. How is it that an accident or a

22 sequence of events which nobody anticipated could occur? Or,

23 if some people anticipated it, or a portion of it, those people

24 never communicated that information to the people whom it would
Acewtal Reponen, Inc.

25 have done some good to have had the information. Do you have any
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c10-3 observations on what it is about the way the system works or

,,

(j what it is about the way NRC regulates that can permit this
2

kind of thing to happen?
3,_s

/ I

V A My comment there would be that we are dealing with
4

human beings. Human beings have failings. They are not
5

perfect. They don't remember everything. They don't necessarily
6

always respond 100 percent perfectly.
7

We try to design equipment around some of those constraints.
8

We try to cope with those things as best we can.
9

I think the accident happened because we are human, because
10

we probably can't analyze for every single eventuality and
11

every combination of eventualities.
12

We can, though, improve our training and our response to
( ) 13

eventitalities to the point that our ability to cope with anja

accident such as this, or another accident of a different scope,
15

16
can be much improved. I think that the answer is in the

training and in the approach to the particular problem, and inj7

trying to bound the problem with a philosophy as opposed to
18

19 specific kinds of actions.

We have, since the accident, added to our emergency
20

procedures discreet steps that are objectives. Nowhere in
21

the Regulatory Guide is there a requirement or suggestion.(^) 22
v

However, we've decided that should the cookbook fashion
23

guidance that we give the operator in our procedures break down,I24

A eral Reporters, Inc. ; ,
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25 then he should have three or four or perhaps five things in |
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c10-4 trying to cope with the accident such that he is using hisj

O mind nd what he knows about his equipment to satisfy four or
2

five specific objectives.
3

Q Give him some first principles to go back to?
4

A That's the basic idea. We have inserted these
5

bjectives at the beginning of the follow-up action portion of
6

the procedures such that that is the first time, really,
7

the procedures are read, because the immediate actions are
8

differently memoraized actions that operators are supposed to
9

respond to and supposed to be responsible for performing by
10

11
memory. That point of the procedure is then broken out and

he immediately reads what he is trying to accomplish.
12

Should he not be able to perform the cookbook fashionCi 13kJ
steps below, he can still come back to those and say if I

14

can't accomplish what these say using the formula below, how
15

16 can I accomplish these objectives? I think that is a signifi- |

17 cant step in the right direction, such that future occurrences

18 of another type can definitely be avoided or minimized.

19 If you go also in the training, by teaching a methodology

20 of handling a certain type of casualty such that people go

21 into specific roles that are prepracticed roles, the chances

22 of Ferforming properly are very much enhanced. We had three

Practice roles in our handling of the emergency plan and I
| 23

A 24 think our handling of that plan definitely was far improved from
i

f Ace \,dat Reporters, Inc.

| 25 what it would have been had we not had those prepractice roles.
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01G-5 g People knew where to go, what to say, what to do and how to

() function. That practice paid off.2

3 In terms of control room performance, I think the same

(
4 person has to break out the procedure each time. It can't be

5 relying on one slot. That is, a person filling that slot to do
.

6 it one time and a different person to do it the next time. He

7 has to go to thattrole and perform it. He has to understand

8 and have practiced the command relationship between himself and

9 the rest of the people on the shift. He has to know whether

10 he is the ball carrier and the blocker, if you want to put it

11 in terms of an analogy with a football game.

12 We have practiced that recently in the simulator and found

() 13 that there is a great deal to be learned and practiced in that

14 particular area, and I feel we made a significant step forward

15 in terms of realizing what is available in terms of using the

16 similarity versus what we have ever done before.

17 Those two areas, I think, are the most significant in

18 terms of how to avoid this particular kind of thing. The

19 equipment will break. People will fail. That's part of the

20 world we live in.

21 But I think that we can survive this kind of thing as we

() 22 survived TMI-2 and do so well, again implementing these kinds

23 of principles. I think that TMIr2 taught us a great deal in

' Aced]d Reporters, Inc.
retrospect relatively cheaply, and that's a somewhat subjective(~ 24

25 remark,
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plc-6 Q Thank you. Let me ask you one final question: You
)

/S have been interviewed by I & E and you have given twoQ) 2

depositions, I believe, to the President's Commission that
3

have been transcribed, is that right?
4

^ **''
5

Q Have you been interviewed or deposed on other
6

ccasions besides those for other investigatory bodier or
7

gr ups?
8

A Not by any other investigatory bodies outside of
9

10 MET ED Company.

11 Q In addition to the areas in which questions were

asked in those other interviews and the areas that we havet
i

13 covered with you today, are there other areas or subject

ja matters that you think are of material importance to the

15 cause of the accident or the utility's response to it, that you

16 have never been asked,about that you think are significant?

A One. I think the role of the press in an accident i37

18 or a happening is a very significant item. I think it is the

19 subject of an ongoing investigation that is happening right here

20 and now in another part of the country. I feel a little bit

21 frightened by the power of the press versus the responsibility

22 of the press.

23 I guess the accident here at Three Mile Island helped to

24 form that attitude. As a licensee of the Nuclear Regulatory
n\Aces (,,p) Reporters, Inc. i

25 Commission, or as a person who is responsible for running a !

|
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012-7 nuclear reactor plant, I have certain obligations to fulfill.j

-(') 2 One, I have a license that I must discharge, a set of rules
'

,

3 I have to live by. I am responsible to that myself, technically ,

a responsible moralJv to myself. I am responsible technically and

5 morally to the NRC, Pennsylvania DER, BOO of Radiological

Protection, to OSKA, and to numerous outside agencies.6

7 Without a doubt, this is one of the most regulated

industries in the United States. The NRC is a regulated group8

9 responsible to Commerce, feeling the burden of that responsi-

10 bility close to TMI-2 as their investigation and others have

11 Pointed out. I wonder in my mind to whom the press is

12 responsible, and I wonder what checks and balances the press

() 13 has. I feel a little frightened that although I believe in the-

14 freedom of speech, the freedom of the press, the power of the

15 press is awesome.

16 Perhaps some of the confusion, perhaps some of the propor-

17 tions of which the Three Mile Island accident was placed was
.

18 caused by the press. It may have been amplified by MET ED or

19 the NRC response to the press. Certainly there is much room

20 for improvement in both of those areas.

21 Nonetheless, that's an area that, as an American citizen,

( 22 I am a little bit concerned about.

23 0 Well, I believe you have testified before the
t

{~' 24 President's Commission, but perhaps I was looking at some
Aces ,al Reporters, Inc.

25 recommendations that I believe were yours internal to the
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010-8 ) organization, being the need for a single communicator, not

2 only within the state, but among all of the agencies that are )
)

3 responding to an accident like this one so that the media and
() |

4 the public as well as emergency response agencies are hearing )
5 the same information at the sune time from the same voice. I

6 think that's a useful suggestion.

Thankyouverymuchforyourtimeandyourcoopeabion.7

8 I appreciate it very much.

9 (Whereupon, the proceedings were concluded at

10 6:25 p.m.)
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